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Abstract
Volumetric imaging is widely used in medicine and life sciences allowing to gain insight into
otherwise opaque objects. Volumetric images do not unveil their content in a direct way due to
their spatial structure. Therefore a variety of computational methods are used for visualization
and processing which allow to explore and analyze the data.
Analysis and exploration of the data is usually performed in an interactive way either manually or with support of semi-automatic algorithms. It is crucial for an efficient completion of the
task that the system performs interactively and responsively. Thus, software supporting the user
in an effective way relies on three basic requirements. First, the system must deliver feedback
in a short period of time. Second, results of any computation must be presented or visualized in
a way that the user can efficiently recognize the important information. Third, the user must be
able to efficiently control, initialize or adjust the algorithm through a suitable user interface. In
this thesis four approaches are presented which aim to solve different aspects of the problem of
enabling interactivity in analysis and exploration of volumetric image data.
The first presented project studies the design of an application which has strict limitations
concerning the user interface due to the application environment which requires almost a hands
free interaction. The problem is approached by the development of efficient and robust visualization which makes adjustments needless, and by the development of sophisticated interaction
patterns which reduce the needed interface to the minimum.
The second project focuses on methods which optimize a computationally intensive feature
detection task that can be used in an interactive scenario which requires the algorithm to produce
results in just a few seconds. To achieve this goal the probabilistic boosting tree classification
algorithm is extended and optimized for runtime and memory efficiency.
The third and the fourth project focus on the interactive exploration of large image and object
collections. Two approaches are presented for this problem area. For the retrieval of neuronal
objects by similarity, measures for different neuronal substructures have been developed which
are able to perform efficiently on large amounts of data. For retrieval of images and objects by
local means such as neighborhood, overlap, local image expression and local image similarity a
sophisticated updatable high performance index structure has been developed. The index allows
to store local properties of volumetric data in a space efficient way and to retrieve this data with
low latency.
The presented projects demonstrate that the challenge of achieving interactivity often is the
development of methods which allow to balance processing speed with result quality. Furthermore it is shown that time performance is not the only property which needs to be respected,
result presentation as well as interaction patterns deserve similar attention and contribute greatly
to an interactive user experience.
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Kurzfassung
Volumetrische Bildgebung ist ein Verfahren, das ermöglicht, Einblick in eigentlich undurchsichtige Körper zu erhalten. Sie werden daher häufig im medizinischen Bereich und in den Biowissenschaften angewendet. Volumetrische Bilddaten geben ihren Inhalt allerdings nicht ohne
Weiteres preis. Deshalb wird eine große Anzahl verschiedener Visualisierungs- und Verarbeitungsmethoden verwendet, die bei der Analyse und Explorierung der Daten helfen können.
Analyse und Explorierung sind interaktive Vorgänge, die entweder manuell oder mit Hilfe von automatisierten Verfahren durchgeführt werden. Für eine effiziente Durchführung dieser
Aufgabe ist es wichtig, dass sich das verwendete System interaktiv und flüssig verhält. Daher
müssen Systeme, die den Anwender bei diesen Aufgaben unterstützen, drei Bedingungen erfüllen. Erstens: Das System muss dem Benutzer in jedem Fall innerhalb kurzer Zeit Rückmeldung
geben können. Zweitens: Berechnete Ergebnisse müssen in einer Form dargestellt werden, die es
dem Benutzer ermöglicht, die wichtigen Informationen gut zu erkennen. Drittens: Das System
muss eine Kontrollmöglichkeit bieten, die es erlaubt, die Software effizient zu steuern.
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wird anhand von vier Projekte gezeigt, wie verschiedene
Aspekte des Interaktivitätsproblems gelöst werden können.
In dem ersten Projekt wird der Entwurf einer Applikation vorgestellt, die, bedingt durch
ihren Einsatzort, stark in ihrer Interaktionsmöglichkeit beschränkt ist. Dies wird gelöst, indem
zum einen robuste Visualisierungsmethoden verwendet werden, die Interaktion möglichst unnötig machen, und zum anderen ein spezielles Bedienungskonzept erarbeitet wird, das Interaktion
auf das Minimum beschränkt.
Das zweite Projekt behandelt Methoden zur Optimierung eines rechenaufwändigen Verfahrens zur Landmarkenlokalisierung, sodass diese in einem interaktiven Anwendungsfall eingesetzt werden können. Die Ergebnisse müssen in wenigen Sekunden vorliegen. Dies wird erreicht,
indem das “Probabilistic Boosting Tree”-Klassifikationsverfahren durch verschiedene Methoden
erweitert und optimiert wird und so den gestellten Bedingungen bezüglich Laufzeit und Speicherverbrauch genügt.
Das dritte und das vierte Projekt setzen den Fokus auf den Aufgabenbereich der interaktiven
Exploration von großen Objekt- und Bildsammlungen. Zwei verschiedene Herangehensweisen
werden präsentiert:
Erstens: Zum schnellen Auffinden von ähnlichen Objekten in einer Datenbank für neuronale
Substrukturen werden spezialisierte Ähnlichkeitsmaße sowie Verfahren zur schnellen Auswertung dieser vorgestellt.
Zweitens: Zum schnellen Auffinden von Objekten und volumetrischen Bildern, basierend auf lokalen Eigenschafften, wie z.B. Nachbarschaft, Überlappung, lokaler Bildinhalt und lokale Bildähnlichkeit, wird eine optimierte Indexstruktur entwickelt. Diese Datenstruktur erlaubt das indivii

zieren lokaler Eigenschaften dieser Objekt- und Bilddaten auf eine Speicherplatzeffiziente Art
und Weise, die auf den räumlich kohärenten Zugriff optimiert ist.
Die präsentierten Projekte zeigen, dass die Herausforderung für das Erreichen von Interaktivität oft beim Entwickeln von Methoden liegt, die die Balance zwischen Berechnungsgeschwindigkeit und Qualität der Ergebnisse auf eine für den Benutzer optimale Weise herstellt.
Ausserdem wird gezeigt, dass die Geschwindigkeit der Algorithmen nicht die einzige Eigenschaft ist, die für die Interaktivität verantwortlich ist. Die Präsentation der Ergebnisse, sowie
effiziente Kontrollschnittstellen, sind als ähnlich wichtig zu erachten und tragen zur Qualität der
interaktiven Benutzererfahrung bei.
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Introduction
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1

Figure 1.1: “The Anatomy Lesson of Dr Nicolaes Tulp”, Rembrandt, 1632

1.1

A Brief History on Volumetric Imaging and Tomography

The ability to look inside dense and opaque objects must have ever been promising and most
desirable. Especially the knowledge about the inner structure and function of the human body
remained a mystery for a long time. The dissection of human cadavers was until the end of the
19th century the only possibility to gain insight, but was also off-limits and often prohibited.
This gap in knowledge could be systematically closed, at least since the age of enlightenment,
when prohibition was eventually lifted. Figure 1.1 shows Dr Nicolaes Tulp at one of his famous
anatomy lessons in Amsterdam surrounded by prominent spectators. The increasing knowledge
of the human anatomy was accompanied by the progress of medical knowledge. Together the
function of body and the effect of diseases could be explored and resolved.
The discovery of X-radiation, a kind of electromagnetic radiation, finally paved the way for
modern medical imaging. X-rays with a wave length from 0.01 to 10 nanometers are able to
penetrate through dense material while leaving an impression on photographic plates. Wilhelm
Röntgen did not discover X-radiation but was the first who studied them systematically. In 1895
he published the first medical X-ray image “Hand with Rings” (Figure 1.2). The utility of the
new technique was so obvious that the adoption into medical use took an extremely short time.
For example the first medical X-ray image in America was published only three months after
Röntgen’s publication [125].
2

Figure 1.2: “Hand mit Ringen” (Hand with rings), Wilhelm Röntgen, 1895. First published
X-ray image
.

Down to the present day X-ray imaging plays a major role in medical diagnosis. However
due to its projective nature a X-ray image does not reveal the real three dimensional structure of
the object. Important structures can be obstructed by dense objects such as bone. Furthermore
depth and order of visible objects can not be evaluated without prior knowledge.
A method to reveal the real spatial structure of tissue and cell samples is histology. A tissue
sample is fixed and sliced into thin layers. A slice can then be examined using a conventional
light microscope. This method enabled for the first time a view inside a cell and lead to numerous discoveries in the 19th century. The restriction of producing only two dimensional cross
sectional images can be overcome by acquiring sequences of slices through the sample (e.g. the
“Mouse Connectome” project [28] uses this technique to produce a three dimensional brain atlas
of the mouse).
In 1930 the Italian radiologist Alessandro Vallebona found a way to produce two dimensional cross section images from dense bodies without the need to physically harm them. The
method utilizes X-ray imaging and requires that X-ray source and photographic plate is moved
exactly contrary during exposure. In this way only one focal plane remains sharp while everything before and behind is blurred. The method was called X-ray Tomography. The word
Tomography is a coinage assembled from the Greek words tome (cut) and graphein (to write).
3

Figure 1.3: Patent drawing of the confocal microscope [83]. The light originating from the
light source (10) is is guide through a semitransparent mirror (17) and the lens to the specimen
(22). The pinhole (16) and the focus of the lens makes sure that only a very small region in the
specimen is lit. The lit region therefore emits light because of fluorescence. This light travels
back through the lens and is reflected by the mirror onto the photo detector (84). A second
pinhole (26) removes scattered light which does not originate from the region of interest.

Small structures are often translucent enough so that visible light can be used to expose inner
structures. However the projective nature of microscopic imaging results in the same limitations
as X-ray imaging. A confocal microscope however is able to measure the emitted light from
a single point in the specimen. This is done focusing the light source on exactly the point
of interest. The specimen therefore emits light from this region which is directed to a photo
detector. Scattered light is suppressed by a pinhole, at the focal point of the optical path, in front
of the detector (Figure 1.3). Since only one point in space is illuminated at a time, the object has
to be sampled on each discrete position sequentially [100]. Confocal microscopy was developed
by Marvin Minsky and patented in 1957 [83]. Later the spatial resolution was improved by the
use of a laser as light source.
Computed X-ray tomography (CT) finally solved the problem for larger and opaque objects.
Godfrey Houndsfield created in 1971 the first praticable CT scanner. The scanner consists of
a X-ray source, which is rotated around the sample and a photo detector, which is translated
linearly on each source position to measure the source on different angles. Later the single
detector was replaced by a linear array of detectors which improved scanning time dramatically
(Figure 1.4).
Shortly afterwards a second modality was added to the collection of volumetric imaging
techniques. In 1973 Paul C. Lauterbur developed together with Sir Peter Mansfield the first
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) device. MRI uses a strong static magnetic field to align the
4

Figure 1.4: Drawing from the “Radiography” patent from G.N. Hounsfiled [47]. A radiation
source (15) emits an X-ray beam which penetrates the patient (4). The detector (13) measures the
attenuation of radiation. Source and detector are installed on a rotatable frame 6 which enables
the exposure at different angles.

spin of the water molecules and a second varying magnetic field which is able to flip the spin of
these molecules. The following re-alignment of the spin to the static field creates electromagnetic radiation which can be measured. Due to technological difficulties it took until 1985 for
the first MRI scanners to be usable for medical diagnosis.
CT and MR imaging are by far the most important volumetric imaging techniques, especially
in the medical field. However there is a large number of other volumetric imaging methods
using different physical phenomena. For example sound waves above 20kHz (ultrasound) are
used in medical imaging. Sound waves with longer wavelength can be used for seismic imaging.
Radioactive decay is used in emission tomography (SPECT, PET). This requires that gamma rays
emitting radionuclei is delivered into the patient which concentrates in structures of interest.
The relevance of volumetric imaging techniques is evident by the number of Nobel prizes
awarded to the developers of these imaging techniques. The first Nobel prize in physics was
assigned to Röntgen in 1901 [110]. In 1906 followed Camilo Golgi [35] and Santiago Ramon
Cajal [17] with the Nobel prizes in physiology and medicine for their work “on the structure of
the nervous system”. Both scientists where histologists and received the award for the development of histology and staining methods which made the discovery possible. The inventors of the
two most influential 3D imaging techniques received nobel prizes in 1979 “for the development
of computer assisted tomography” [22, 48] and 2003 “for their discoveries concerning magnetic
5
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Figure 1.5: Volumetric image data:

resonance imaging” [68, 78].
Medical and biological interest was the main driver for the development of volumetric imaging methods. However, also other fields use this kind of data to a growing extent. Examples
are seismic imaging and the use of industrial CT devices for quality control and non destructive
testing.
At the current day we are confronted with a growing number of volumetric imaging modalities. At the same time, taking advantage of volumetric imaging gets more and more affordable.
Therefore there is a growing need for methods which help to reveal the important information
hidden in the volumetric image data.

1.2

Volumetric Images

Volumetric imaging techniques exploit physical phenomenons to measure a three dimensional
field of a specific properties of the scanned object. This field is approximated by discrete sampling the volume and quantization of each value. For representation of volume data a variety of
topologies are possible. Speray and Kennon [124] propose a taxonomy for this topologies ranging from cartesian and regular grids to structured and unstructured patterns. Irregular topologies are are often used to represent volumetric data created by simulation (e.g., finite element
method (FEM)), or by non linear transformation of regular grids which for example originates
6

from volume image registration. However, usually volume data originated from imaging is represented by a regular topology consisting of evenly sized cuboids (Figure 1.5). Therefore the
work presented in this thesis is restricted to regular volume representations.
The main axes of the volume are denoted with X, Y and Z. The discrete cells of the volume
image are called voxels (volume picture elements). The resolution of a volumetric image is
defined as the number of voxels along each axis. The volume is called isotropic if the distance
between sample positions is equal for all dimensions, respectively if length, depth and height
(size in X, Y and Z direction) of the voxels are equal. Otherwise it is called anisotropic.
In medical applications the three axes-parallel planes are named traverse (or axial), sagittal,
and coronal. The traverse or axial plane divides the (human) body in the upper (superior) und
lower (inferior) part. The sagittal plane divides the body in the left and right part. The coronal
plane divides the body in the frontal (ventral) and rear (dorsal) part.
In the simplest case each voxel contains one scalar value. This is common for CT data
where the value relates to density or MR data where the value relates to a specific spin relaxation
property. However volume data is not necessarily limited to one scalar value per voxel:
• Multi channel data: Certain imaging methods acquire instantly multiple channels. For
example confocal microscopy can capture multiple wave lengths (colors).
• Tensor fields: Diffusion MRI measures for each voxel the diffusion process of water as a
3 × 3 tensor.
• Multi modal data: An object can be scanned using different imaging modalities. Subsequently this images are registered to each other. As a result each voxel provides information created from multiple modalities. The quality of this information depends on the
accuracy of the registration method.
• Time series: Some imaging techniques allow to capture image series in short intervals.
This data can be used to analyze the motion of the heart. Time series with longer intervals
are used to monitor changes in tumor growth. Therefore this modality is extensively used
for intra-subject studies.
• Data collections: For intra- and more often inter-subject studies large image collections
are created with the property that all images contain the same structure. If additionally all
datasets are registered to the same frame of reference, the collection can be approached as
a multi channel volume where each channel denotes the expression of a different dataset.
This data representation is extensively used for statistical analysis and the creation of
inter-subject atlases.

Derived Data
Volumetric image data is often the base for different derived datasets. These datasets can either
be image data again, or some other but also spatial representation. These derived data have in
common that they depict a special property of the original image data and live in the same space.
7

• Derived 3D image data: The original dataset can be transformed by image processing
into various kinds of secondary image data. Image processing methods are used to enhance the original image data by the reduction of noise or removal of other artifacts originating from the imaging processing. Features of interest for example edges or vessel like
structures can be detected using other image processing methods. The resulting image
data contains for each voxel a score or probability for the existence of the specific feature
at the position. First and second order image derivatives are computed through convolution with appropriate filter kernels. This results in higher order image data containing
gradient vectors (first derivative) or hessian matrices (second derivative) .
• 3D structural data: Based on the original image data, structures of interest can be extracted. Segmentation algorithms are used to define regions which belong to a specific
area. This areas are described either by binary masks (binary image data with the same
resolution as the input image) or by its boundary defined as triangulated mesh data. Vessel
tracking algorithms extract location and shape of blood vessels or similar shaped structures. The information can subsequently be represent as skeleton graphs with radius information. Fiber tracking algorithms are used to estimate the process of axons in tensor field
MR image data. This information is represented as bundles of three dimensional trace
lines.
• Semantic information: Image data can be enriched with semantic information, either
globally by describing the content of the image or locally in combination with extracted
3D structural information by describing what the structure shows.
• Quantitative information: Properties of the image can be quantified by measuring number, sizes, diameters or volume of specific structures.
• High level information: Based on overall analysis of derived information a high level
statement concerning the image content can be made. In the medical field this can be the
diagnosis of a disease which is visible on the image data.

Storage Formats
In the medical field image data is stored in the DICOM format [90]. DICOM defines the storage
format as well as a network communication protocol. Furthermore meta information such as
patient data, imaging properties and other additional data is handled through the same protocol.
This provides compatibility between different storage systems and diagnosis workstations. Volume data is stored as a series of independent files. Each file contains one slice of the data. Meta
information describe how the slices are spatially arranged.
In other areas no such standardization has been established. In general two different approaches are used. Either all slices of the volume are stored in separate files. This has the
advantage that conventional 2D image formats can be used. However the drawback is that additional information such as sizes and slice order must be provided separately. Or the volume
is stored as one piece in one file. This is for example possible with the TIFF file format which
allows to store sets of images within one file. An extension to this is the LSM format, used by
8

confocal microscopes produced by Carl Zeiss AG, which stores additional data such as the size
of the volume.
Another common example is the AmiraMesh format introduced by the Amira R [126] 3D
visualization and and analysis software. This format is most flexible regarding data types and
compression methods and stores the volume data as one piece.

1.3

Analysis and Exploration

Volumetric imaging is always used to depict some property of interest inside the sample. Therefore each volumetric image contains at least one important information which to extract was the
purpose of producing this image in the first place.
Blank and Kalender [9] describe the process of “gaining insights” into (medical) volume
data as a process consisting of two steps, analysis and exploration:
• Exploration of volume data is the task which lets the user get an overview over the data
and locate region of interest.
• Analysis of volume data is the process which transforms image information into quantifiable results.
The purpose of any software system in this context is to improve and/or simplify the analysis and exploration task. Since tomography data is essentially image data defined in a three
dimensional domain, analysis can be regarded as an image perception problem. Image perception can be performed by the user, automatically by the computer, or by a combination of these.
A software system designed to support the analysis task can either try to present the data in a
form which makes the task considerable easier for the human operator or aims to extract the
important information directly. In reality often a mix of both methods is used.

Exploration through Visualization
Approaches which support the human operator by visually exploring the volume data can be
subsumed as visualization systems. The purpose of such systems is to display the volumetric
image data in a way that the perception of the important structures is as simple as possible.
The first and most natural form is to display the axial slices (Figure 1.6(a)) of the image
stack. In the medical field tomography data often get printed out on transparent foil which can
be hanged on a light box. In cases where the distance between slices is high axial reconstruction
might be the only viable solution since cross sections, which intersect different slices, would
contain visible artifacts. However the problem with this two dimensional representation of a
three dimensional dataset is that locality in z-direction is broken, which leads to a poor representation of spatial context. Therefore the user has to be well trained to compensate with spatial
imaginative power.
This limitation can partly be overcome by presenting additional sections with different orientations. These so-called “multiplanar reformations” (MPR) [49] (Figure 1.6(a-c)) add sagittal
and coronal sections to the visualization. Furthermore state of the art visualization systems
9

(a)
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Figure 1.6: MPR visualization of a CT dataset. (a) traverse or axial section, (b) sagital section,
(c) coronal section.

do not limit the reformatted sections to be axis aligned which allows to adjust the view to the
specific structure.
One drawback of this method is that not all structures can be adequately visualized by a
planar section. Especially in the medical field curved structures, such as blood vessels, are of
great interest. For this cases a “curved planar reformation” (CPR) [53] might be suitable which
reconstructs a planar image along a curved path.
Visualization of volume data by rendering of cross sections has the disadvantage that it is
difficult to get an overview over the whole dataset. Data which is in front or behind the section is
completely omitted. Even the reconstruction of multiple orthogonal sectional views can not reveal the whole dataset at a glance. Maximum intensity projection (MIP) is a visualization method
which aims to display the whole dataset at once. For this the three dimensional volume is projected on a two dimensional image plane. From all values which are projected to the same pixel
on the image plane, only the highest is retained. This results in a two dimensional representation
of the dataset which exposes especially high intensity features. The drawback in this approach is
that structures recorded with lower intensities might be shadowed by higher intensity structures.
The application of this method is therefore favourable in situations where the structure of interest is represented by high values (e.g., MR or CT angiography [30]). Furthermore the method
does not retain depth information.
Shaded surface rendering is a basic 3D rendering technique which can also be used for
rendering of volumetric images. In this case the image data is represented by its isosurface for
a specific isovalue. In order to render the isosurface using common rasterization methods the
surface must be extracted and transformed into a triangulated representation. A fundamental
method for this is the marching cubes algorithm presented by Lorensen and Cline in 1987 [74]
(Figure 1.7).
In opposite to this indirect approach, direct volume rendering (DVR) aims to compute the
rendering directly from the volume data. Generally the goal of direct approaches is to evaluate
each light ray which determines the color of a pixel on the screen [80]. This can be done in
object-order (splatting [138], shear warp [64], texture mapping [45]), or in image-order ( ray
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Figure 1.7: Isosurface rendering of a CT dataset.

casting [104]).
State-of-the-art volume rendering frameworks use image-order ray casting and utilize graphics accelerator hardware to achieve real-time performance. The methods operate by sampling
each viewing ray, beginning from the virtual camera through the volume. While visiting the
voxels of the volume, the final color of the corresponding pixel is computed. With this approach
many different rendering methods can be implemented. For example, isosurfaces are rendered
by first-hit ray casting [5, 42, 70].
Volumetric datasets often contain more than one material which should be displayed at the
same time while providing enough contrast to distinguish between the materials. The definition
of materials and colors is done using a transfer function which maps each scalar value to a
specific colour and opacity. The final appearance of a pixel is computed by accumulating color
and opacity along the ray until the result is opaque or the ray exits the volume. Additionally
each sampled color can be modified by a shading function to simulate a lightning effect.
The quality and expressiveness of the rendering depends completely on the transfer function.
Therefore a lot of research was done to improve this part, either by supporting or automating the
design of transfer functions [32, 34, 59], by using different properties of the scalar field for the
mapping (e.g. curvature [46]), or by providing multi dimensional transfer functions [60].
An important extension is the so-called multi volume rendering [8, 37, 88] which enables to
render several volumetric datasets at the same time. Assuming that the datasets are co-registered,
the overlay of visual informations originated from different modalities can effectively increase
expressiveness of the produced visualization.
Which visualization technique performs best depends on the analysis task as well as on the
kind of volume data. Often it is advantageous to combine different techniques to benefit from
the different visualization properties. Sets of visualizations whose navigation is coupled together
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are called multiple coordinated views [106, 136] A related approach is the focus+context [95]
method which tries to combine a detailed visualization of the structure of interest with a detail
less visualization for the surrounding context.

Volume Analysis
Volume analysis describes the process where specific features and properties of the data are
revealed and quantified. Obvious analysis tasks, which have to be performed on volumetric
data, are localization, segmentation, and measurement. The software can support these tasks by
providing specialized tools. Furthermore it is often requested to automate this task to reduce the
workload of human resources. Besides this, there are tasks where computed analysis is simpler
and more successful or even the only possible option.
Localization of objects, structures or landmarks is a basic building block of image analysis
algorithms. Wang et al. [135] localize, intentionally on the skin of the patient placed, markers
from images of different modalities. The location information is subsequently used to initialize
an image registration process to fuse these images.
Methods for recognition of arbitrary feature points are the widely used SIFT algorithm [75,
76] and its extension PCA-SIFT [56]. These methods are designed for 2D image processing
but can be extended for 3D volumetric images [3, 120]. Often it is required to locate larger
and more complex structures. This can be addressed by describing objects as a combination
of multiple, spatially related feature points. Therefore Donner et al. [29] propose a method for
object recognition based on a larger number of feature points combined by a Markov Random
Field (MRF).
Other methods approach the localization problem applying knowledge about the expected
shape. A good example for this is the the Hough transform for circles [23] which can be used to
locate the left ventricle in cardiac MRI scans [103, 143].
Zheng et al. [144] present a method which uses a machine learning based approach (marginal
space learning) and steerable features to locate the heart and initialize a following segmentation
step.
Segmentation describes the task where the shape of a specific structure is extracted from the
image data. Often it is difficult to recognize the shape of a structure if it is embedded in the
volumetric image data. Sectional visualization methods are naturally limited in terms of three
dimensional representation of the structure, but also three dimensional rendering methods have
difficulties to visualize exactly the structure of interest. Separating the region of the object from
the background enables a separate analysis of the structure of interest. Therefore the knowledge of the exact shape makes analysis of this property possible and makes it usable for further
applications such as measurement.
Segmentation is often done manually based on cross-sectional images of the dataset. Software systems provide usually a range of tools to allow the definition of a specific area such as
brushes or polygonal selection tools.
However manual segmentation is a time consuming task, which causes the wish for automatic or at least semi-automatic approaches. Segmentation algorithms basically produce a
separation of the image in background and foreground regions based on image features and can
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be controlled by algorithm parameters. One of the most basic segmentation algorithms is called
thresholding. It separates the image based on the voxel intensity value. Only the threshold
parameter is adjustable.
Since the segmentation problem is manifold, a great number of segmentation algorithms
have been developed. These algorithms can be separated into two classes, those who use prior
knowledge about the expected shape and those who do not. Prior knowledge agnostic methods
are for example watershed [133], region-growing [1], active contours [54] and level sets [97,98].
These algorithms compute a segmentation only on a set of algorithm parameters.
In contrast so-called model-based algorithms have prior knowledge about the shape of the
targeted structure. The shape as well as the possible variation in shape is learned from a set
of manually labeled training data. Examples for this are active shape models (ASM) [21] and
active appearance models (AAM) [20] which also take the variation of the underlying image
data into account.
Measurement describes the process which extracts reliable analysis relevant numbers from the
volumetric dataset. In medical applications the measurement of geometrical sizes such as diameter, thickness, volume, distance and angles are of great interest. Based on these numbers
pathologies can be systematically classified. Examples for this are classification of scoliosis
by measuring vertebral rotations [123] or the volume quantification of multiple sclerosis lesions [84].
Another important tool is the measurement of tissue properties. The appearance of tissue
can give information of pathological states. For example the quality of tubercular bone micro
architecture can be quantized by texture analysis methods [137] the results relate to the diagnosis
of osteoporosis.
Industrial CT is another emerging field which uses volumetric imaging techniques for non
destructive testing purposes. Important tasks in this field are quantification of material defects,
automatic true to size assessment and the comparison of extracted shapes to CAD models [105].

1.4

Software Solutions for Volume Data Analysis and Exploration

The possibilities for exploration and analysis of volumetric datasets without the support of software systems is very limited. In the medical field it is still usual to use printed sheets with
axial slices. This has primarily practical reasons, interactive visualization systems do not fit well
into the sterile environment of an operation room. However in more complex cases exploration,
diagnosis and planning has been performed beforehand.
In the medical field workstations for image analysis are part of the picture archiving and
communication system (PACS) which provides access to the image archive through the DICOM
protocol (Figure 1.8(a)). This standardized foundation allows software from different vendors
to access the same data provided by a common archive. Examples for this kind of software are
IMAPX EE from Agfa Healthcare, syngo R .plaza from Siemens and IntelliSpace from Philips.
A special case of medical visualization systems are navigation systems for computer assisted
interventions (CAI). These systems are able to track surgical instruments and relate them to previously acquired image data of the patient. Examples for this are the StealthStation R products
from Medtronic or the ENT system from Brainlab R .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.8: (a) PACS image viewer providing MPR and 3D volume rendering views. (b)
Amira R visualization software using one combined 3D view showing volume rendering together with a volume slice and geometry.

A general purpose solution for volume data visualization is Amira R [126] (Figure 1.8(b)). It
provides advanced functionality for volume data visualization intermixed with classic geometry
based rendering. A plugin interface makes it adaptable to almost any volume analysis task.
Other examples are ImageJ [112] and MeVisLab [11]. Both have the focus on a very adaptable image (pre-)processing with integrated visualization capabilities. However both solutions
are rather frameworks than actual applications which enable a rapid creation of analysis and
exploration tools.
Except of the computer assisted interventions systems, which have a very well defined use
case, most solutions are multipurpose systems. They are designed to process and visualize any
kind of (medical) volume data but provide only general analysis tools. Different strategies exist
to realize systems supporting special tasks and workflows.
• The development of specialized single purpose applications. CAI system often fall into
this category since they combine software with a hardware setup (cart and navigation
system) which is build for a specific type of intervention.
• General purpose diagnosis or visualization systems often utilize plugin systems for extendability. Through plugins special purpose analysis tools can be easily added to an
existing installation. In some cases the plugin interfaces are open which enables users to
develop extensions tailored to the own needs.
• Some frameworks offer scripting interfaces which allow the user to automatize the processing task and to initialize the visualization. A special kind of this is visual scripting as
used in MeVisLab and Amira R which allow to define data processing and flow within a
graph representation.
14
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Figure 1.9: The diagram visualizes the relationship between the three main components of an
application for volume data analysis and exploration.

Key Capabilities
Systems for volume data analysis and exploration provide three key capabilities: visualization,
interaction and automation. All applications offer this capabilities to a varying extend. Active
support for a specific analysis or exploration task manifests itself in the combination of these
three capabilities:
1. Visualization: The visualization system is the key feature which enables the user to explore the data. Visualization software is responsible for presenting the dataset in a way
which optimally exposes the feature of interest. Which kind of visualization method can
be used depends entirely on the specific problem.
2. Interaction: User interaction defines how the user controls the visualization and the analysis tool. Well designed interaction patterns can improve speed, quality, and efficiency of
the exploration and analysis task.
3. Automation: Automation is used to reduce the the manual workload of the analysis task.
Automated analysis can in specific cases supersede manual interaction. In most cases
however it is used to simplify the task and support the user.
The three components are not independent. In fact the combination of and the interface
between these components governs the usability of the application. Figure 1.9 depicts these
relationships. In this model exploration is located at the interface between visualization and
interaction. Efficient exploration relies on a suitable visual representation of the dataset, but
becomes only effective if the user interface allows efficient control. Automated methods interface with the interaction because these algorithm often need to be manually initialized with
15

parameters or seed points, or at least need to be started. The finally computed results have to be
presented by the visualization system because in the end the user has to confirm, reject or adjust
the result and needs to be supported by an effective presentation of those.

Problem Area
The design of algorithms, tools and applications for analysis and exploration tasks has to fulfill
at least two requirement. First, the approach needs to result in a viable and correct solution.
Second, the approach needs to fit into the environment and workflow. While the first requirement
is obvious, the second requirement can become a serious problem as soon as the method should
be applied under real-world conditions.
The projects presented in this thesis were all governed by this real-world requirement.
Therefore it is particularly interesting to investigate how the environmental factors influence the
design of this software of applications. To answer this question the problem area is constructed
by the four dimensions interaction, time, quantity and quality:
• Interaction: The analysis task can be solved in many ways ranging from completely
manual to fully automatic. Manual methods rely on the right tool set in combination with
a visualization system which effectively reveals the features of interest and an effective
user interface. Semi-automatic or supervised approaches need a good interface for initialization, efficient algorithms which provide fast feedback and the possibility to either
re-parametrize the algorithm or to manually adjust the result if it is not acceptable for
the user. Whereas fully automatic solutions must be able to produce results with high
accuracy and low failure rate.
• Time: Algorithms, which support analysis and exploration tasks often have hard time
constraints. The visualization system is expected to react in real time and semi-automatic
analysis methods need to provide feedback in an acceptable time interval (usually not
more than a couple of seconds). Otherwise interactive browsing, exploring, and analyzing
the volume gets inefficient and unattractive. Fully automatic computations might not have
that hard time constraints since they can be performed offline beforehand or the user can
get back to the result some time later. In this case the time bound is defined by computational resources and the number of datasets which have to be processed.
• Quantity: Quantity refers to the amount of data which has to be processed for the task.
Properties like size of the volume, number of channels, number of time steps or number
of datasets determine memory consumption. Based on quantity it must be decided if
the algorithm can perform on data located in RAM or if out of core methods have to
be performed. Also quantity makes a huge difference in execution time. Therefore this
property has a direct influence on the time constraint.
• Quality: The demand for highest quality of computed analysis results or visualizations is
often in direct contradiction to any of the former properties. Little advances in quality or
accuracy are often accompanied by a major growth of the execution time and eventually
more memory consumption or require much more interaction.
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Figure 1.10: Interaction pattern in interactive applications.

The previous discussion shows that the four dimensions of the problem area are tightly coupled.
Changing one requirement has always a direct effect on some of the other dimensions. Optimal
solutions for volume data analysis and exploration tasks require to find the right balance between
these properties.

Interactivity
Interactivity plays a major role because analysis and exploration is a user driven process. The
user starts the process, actively issues adjustments and finally finishes the process if he finds the
result acceptable or found the insight he was looking for. Therefore the center of concern for
interactive applications is the time requirement, defined in the previous section.
The concept of the interaction loop is depicted in Figure 1.10 (a). In this illustration it
becomes obvious that the depicted process alternates between user and computation. From the
user point of view the latency induced to by computation has a major impact on interactivity.
Figure 1.10 (b) depicts the time dependent interaction between user and algorithm. Therefore a
characteristic property for the type of interactivity is the computation time.
Based on the computation time, which introduces latency into each loop, different characteristic interaction patterns can be defined.
• Real time interaction: The latency introduced by the computation is very low which enables multiple iterations per second. In user perception the system reacts instantly and
without any delay. This kind of time complexity is needed if the interaction loop is iterated very often respectively if a high number of adjustments is necessary to produce the
expected result. Examples for this are any kind of visualization system where the user
interactively navigates the view.
• Near real time interaction: Computation in this class of interactivity takes considerably
longer but just as long as the user is willing to wait. If the introduced delay is acceptable
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depends on the quality of the result. Algorithms which produce better results need fewer
adjustments and therefore fewer iterations until the user is satisfied. In this case the user
can accept a longer delay. Lower quality must be compensated with more guidance which
requires a faster turn around to be efficient.
• Offline interaction: If the computation time gets to high the system is no longer interactive. In this case it is not possible to perform the task in a serial way. Instead the computation will be issued and the result will be examined at a later point of time. This imposes
high requirements on the quality of the result since adjustment and re-computation is not
desired.
These basic interaction patterns depend on suitable run time and quality characteristics of
the used algorithms. However not in all cases these requirements can be fulfilled, often the
complexity of the problem is too high to find suitable solutions. Therefore different strategies
are possible to break the monolithic problem into several smaller blocks which are simpler to
solve.
• Multi stage processing: The problem is divided into several smaller problems where the
time and quality requirements are easier to meet. For example a segmentation system
can first use an automatic method to roughly segment the object. The missing segmentation quality is then improved in a second step by a semi automatic method or manual
adjustments.
• Pre-processing/indexing: The problem is divided into a pre-processing or indexing stage,
which is performed offline and an analysis and exploration stage which allows at least near
realtime interactivity. The first stage is responsible for the creation of certain structures
which then can be used in the second step to accelerate the computation so that the requirements are met. This method is used in any kind of retrieval system, where first an
index is build from a large collection of datasets. This index is later used to find entries
without the need to inspect the whole datasets.
• Latency hiding: In some cases the latency of an algorithm can be hidden from the user
by delivering a fast partial result concerning the portion of the data which is in the focus
of the user, and subsequently complete the result after a longer delay. This is for example
a common practice in volumetric image processing. An expensive image filter is first
applied to the data which is visible to the user (e.g., a planar section of the volume) and
the remaining part of the volume is updated.
Algorithms which enable interactivity in analysis and exploration of volumetric image data
must balance two requirements. First, the introduced latency must be small enough so that the
system remains interactive. Second, the quality must be high enough to limit the number of
interactive iterations to a minimum.
Additionally there are other parameters which greatly affect interactivity. The user interface
is responsible for providing the algorithms with initializations and adjustments. More precise
control over this parameters can improve the outcome. Therefore simpler and more effective user
interfaces can improve this task. Furthermore the presentation of computed results determines
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how the user perceives the solution. Adequate presentation can therefore simplify the evaluation
of the result which can lead to more effective user interactions.

1.5

Structure of the Thesis

In this thesis four research project are presented which use different methods to enable interactivity in applications for volumetric image analysis and exploration.
Chapter 2 presents a system for intra-operative virtual endoscopy. The main goal of this
system is to provide a meaningful visualization during all stages of the intervention. However
an intra-operative setting requires to limit the user interaction to a minimum. The system uses
intra-operative navigation to interactively control the system while meaningful visualizations are
provided using robust rendering methods.
Chapter 3 discusses a method for feature localization on CT images of the spine. The algorithm
was designed as a building block for a larger automated spine labeling tool and had to satisfy
hard run time and memory consumption requirements. This chapter documents the effort of
finding a viable trade off between speed and accuracy while keeping the algorithm interactively
usable on middle class workstations.
Chapter 4 describes a similarity based retrieval method for neuronal structures. A large collection of Drosophila fly brain volume images with annotated neurons is the basis for extensive
exploration which should be supported by interactive retrieval methods for the annotated structures. A main consideration for the implementation was the huge amount of data as well as the
quality of the results. Fast retrieval feedback is achieved by using adequate indexing structures.
Chapter 5 presents a system for fast spatial lookup of image and object data. It works on a large
collection of co-registered bio-image data and allows the user to interactively explore the image
and object space by spatial distances and local image content. Designed to be used for active
exploration, the system is expected to deliver results in a short period of time. Furthermore the
amount of data prohibits the use of in memory index structures.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the presented work and by a categorization of
the presented strategies for enabling interactivity.
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CHAPTER

Intra-Operative Virtual Endoscopy for
Image Guided Endonasal
Transsphenoidal Pituitary Surgery
This chapter is based on the publications:
Florian Schulze, Katja Bühler, Andre Neubauer, Leslie Holton, and Stefan Wolfsberger. Intraoperative navigation virtueller endoskopie bei endoskopischen transsphenoidalen eingriffen an der hypophyse. In Proceedings of the Jahrestagung der
Deutschen Gesellschaft für Computer- und Roboterassistierte Chirurgie (CURAC),
2008. [114]
and
Florian Schulze, Katja Bühler, Andre Neubauer, Armin Kanitsar, Leslie Holton, and
Stefan Wolfsberger. Intraoperative virtual endoscopy for image guided endonasal
transsphenoidal pituitary surgery. International Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery, 5(2):143–154, 2010. [115]
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Virtual endoscopy has already proven its benefit for pre-operative planning of endoscopic pituitary surgery. The translation of such a system into the operating room is
a logical consequence, but only a few general intra-operative image guided systems
providing virtual endoscopic images have been proposed so far. A discussion of
related visualization and interaction problems occurring during sinus and pituitary
surgery is still missing.
This paper aims at filling this gap and proposes a system that integrates an existing
virtual endoscopy system originally designed for pre-operative planning of pituitary
surgery with a professional intra-operative navigation system. Visualization and interaction possibilities of the pre-operative planning system have been extended to
fulfill the special requirements to the system if used for intra-operative navigation
of endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary surgery.
The feasibility of the system has been successfully tested on one cadaver and 12
patients. The virtual endoscopic images were found useful (1) during the endonasal
transsphenoidal approach in cases of anatomic variations and for the individually
tailored opening of the sellar floor, and (2) during tumor resection for respecting
the internal carotid artery. The visualization of hidden anatomical structures behind
the bony walls of the sphenoid sinus during the sellar phase of the surgery has been
found most beneficial.
According to our data, intra-operative virtual endoscopy provides additional anatomical information to the surgeon. By depicting individual anatomical variations in
advance, it may add to the safety of this frequent neurosurgical procedure.

2.1

Introduction

Endoscopic surgery of the pituitary gland is a well established minimally invasive technique
for the treatment of pituitary adenomas. The endonasal transsphenoidal approach using a rigid
endoscope [27] (see Figure 2.1) requires a high experience level of the surgeon due to the limited
field of view of the endoscope and the complex patient individual anatomical structure of the
paranasal sinuses that make orientation difficult. The presence of critical structures that might
not be harmed under any circumstances in close proximity to the adenoma, like the brain, optical
nerves, eyeballs, internal carotid arteries and the pituitary gland itself, induce an additional level
of complexity to the procedure.
Careful planning of the intervention based on pre-operative CT and/or MR data of the patient
helps to reduce the risk during the intervention by identifying pathologies, anatomical variations
and critical structures. Basic planning systems provide tools for image registration, segmentation, and MPR (Multi-Planar Reformation) viewing. Additional computational support is provided by virtual endoscopic views mimicking the real endoscopic image based on pre-operative
image data, and a camera model reproducing the optical properties of the endoscope. Virtual
endoscopy allows pre-operative simulation of the approach by virtual navigation through the
paranasal sinuses and additional visualization of hidden critical structures supporting the surgeon to decide pre-operatively on the optimal surgical strategy.
The second option for risk reduction is the use of intra-operative navigation systems provid22

Figure 2.1: The endonasal transsphenoidal approach: The endoscope is inserted from the nostril
towards the sphenoid sinus passing the inferior and middle nasal turbinates and the sphenoid
ostium.

ing reliable information on the actual location of the tip of the endoscope and other instruments
in relation to the patient based on pre-operative CT and/or MR data. These systems generally
provide tracked MPR views, display of segmented structures, markers indicating an available
pre-operative plan and eventually a non-perspective 3D view of the data set. However, none of
the listed conventional visualization methods allows the direct visual comparison of endoscopic
image and pre-operative data.
The combination of intra-operative navigation with virtual endoscopy is a logical consequence from this observation. The main benefit of the connection of tracking information with
virtual endoscopic images is the possibility to establish a direct local relation of virtual and real
endoscopic images and to visualize the pre-operatively defined critical structures not visible in
the real image. Especially in non-standard cases this additional information can support the
decision process of the surgeon during the procedure.
While potential benefits of intra-operative virtual endoscopy for pituitary surgery are obvious, and a high correspondence of virtual and real endoscopic images has been reported [108],
virtual endoscopy has not yet been established for endonasal approaches in the operating room
(OR).
Careful analysis of existing virtual endoscopy systems reveals a possible explanation for this
observation: General virtual endoscopy systems provide images based on the given pre-operative
data without taking the specific approach and the current intra-operative situation into account.
In practice, such systems often fail to generate stable and meaningful virtual images during all
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Figure 2.2: Typical situations in endonasal pituitary surgery where corresponding real and virtual endoscopic images are not comparable.

phases of endonasal transsphenoidal approaches which substantially limits the usefulness and
acceptance of the system.
The main reason for these visualization problems are the narrow cavities the endoscope has
to cross and slight differences between the available pre-operative images and the current intraoperative situation.
These differences can be caused by inaccurate tracking information induced by a slight flexibility of the endoscope, but they are present even if patient and pre-operative data are perfectly
registered and the position of real and virtual endoscope match with high precision:
• During the nasal phase of the surgery tissue might be slightly deformed in comparison
to the pre-operative data: it might be more or less swollen, compressed or shifted by the
inserted instruments (Figure 2.2(a)).
• During the sphenoid phase structures are less deformable and mainly modified by resection: the sphenoid ostium is opened, septa and bone are removed (Figure 2.2(c)).
The first situation might result in a complete loss of sight in the virtual endoscopic image if
the virtual camera is located inside virtual tissue while the real endoscope shows a clear image
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of the nasal pathway (Figure 2.2(b)). In the second situation the removed tissue is still present
in the pre-operative data and occludes in the virtual image the sight on structures already visible
in the real endoscopic image (Figure 2.2(d)).
This paper proposes a virtual endsocopy system specialized on the intra-operative guidance
of endonasal transsphenoidal approaches to the pituitary gland. The system is based on an existing planning system for endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary surgery and a professional intraoperative navigation system. Thus, this work focusses mainly on the intra-operative use of the
virtual endoscopy system. The approach-specific core-visualization problems described above
are addressed and several additional features facilitating the intra-operative use of the system
are proposed. The feasibility and benefits of the extended virtual endoscopy system have been
assessed and are discussed based on 12 clinical cases.

2.2

Related Work

An excellent general introduction to virtual endoscopy, including an overview on different rendering techniques, academic and commercial systems, and application fields has been published
by Bartz [6].
The first proposed virtual endoscopy systems for visualization of paranasal sinuses based on
patient image data used specialized hardware [140] or generated off-line fly-throughs along a
pre-defined path [108] due to the limited computational power. The visualization of more recent
systems is based on highly optimized software [92] or GPU based [63] raycasting algorithms
that allow to add more realism, like realistic lightening or wetness, without loosing interactivity. The dominating render mode today is direct iso-surface rendering, a techniques that directly
generates a virtual endoscopic image based on individual patient data without pre-processing of
the images and generation of intermediate geometry. Variations of this technique are spatially
restricted direct volume rendering [92] and combinations of direct iso-surface and direct volume
rendering. The geometric representation of the paranasal sinuses plays a secondary role in the
pre- and intra-operative setting as exact segmentation of the paranasal sinuses in computed tomography images is an extremely time consuming task [111, 128], and flexibility and quality of
the direct representation is higher. A comparison of direct and indirect rendering techniques of
paranasal sinuses has been given by Rogalla [107].
In addition to the correct simulation of the endoscopic view, a clear visualization of critical
structures as background objects is the most important feature for pre-operative planning systems
for sinus and pituitary surgery and is part of most cited systems. Other described features of
planning systems include linked MPR views, navigation aids, annotation possibilities and PACS
(Picture Archiving and Communication System) integration. A detailed discussion of virtual
endoscopy for paranasal sinuses has been recently published by Kettenbach et al. [58].
Intra-operative guidance of endoscopic procedures has already been proposed with the availability of the first intra-operative navigation systems. For sinus and pituitary surgery different
strategies to fuse pre-operative data and intra-operative images have been published: fusion
of real endoscopic images with outlines [26, 94] or 3D representations of pre-segmented objects [55]; the combination of non-perspective 3D rendering of the whole head with cutting
planes following the tip of the endoscope and visualization of the viewing frustum [141]; record25

ing and registration of intra-operative images to provide reconstructed views in case of total loss
of sight due to hemorrhage [61,113]. Systems using virtual endoscopic images directly for intraoperative guidance of sinus surgery are rare. Lapeer et al. [67] proposed a system, that enhances
a real endoscopic image directly by fusing it with the corresponding virtual view. Deformation
of tissue and the related discrepancy between real and endoscopic images has been discussed
only in connection with endoscopy simulation systems for training purposes [140].
Mayberg et al. [81] describe the use of the commercially available intra-operative navigation
system Cbyon IGS for image guided pituitary surgery. Cbyon IGS provides parallel display of
virtual and real endoscopic images. The system is designed for the intracranial approach and
uses a direct volume rendering method which is not capable of visualizing surface anatomy of
nasal cavities.
To the best of our knowledge there exists no paper discussing the complete set-up of a
virtual endoscopy system for intra-operative guidance of endonasal pituitary surgery including
a detailed discussion of related visualization, interaction, and hardware problems.

2.3

Materials

This section shortly describes the two systems that have been combined, adapted and extended
to build navSTEPS - the system for virtual endoscopy based image guided endonasal pituitary
surgery being subject of this chapter.

STEPS - Pre-operative Planning of Endonasal Transsphenoidal Pituitary Surgery
STEPS [92, 139] has been developed for pre-operative planning and simulation of endonasal
transsphenoidal pituitary surgery. It provides the software basis of navSTEPS: Surgery planning
and pre-operative exploration of patient data is still done using the original system, whereas
additional visualization and interaction paradigms have been developed for its intra-operative
use.
STEPS has been implemented as PlugIn of a professional radiological workstation (ImpaxEE, AGFA Healthcare) inherently providing PACS integration, slice and MPR views of image data, and professional registration and segmentation tools. It covers the whole planning
workflow including automatic and semi-automatic mutual information based rigid registration
of available MR and CT data; manual and semi-automatic segmentation of critical structures on
MR and/or CT data; interactive data exploration based on enhanced MPR views and a virtual
endoscopic view of nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses including background visualization of
pre-segmented structures; data annotation; planning of the optimal access to the sphenoid sinus
and the location for the opening of the sellar floor (Figure 2.3).
The virtual endoscopic view is rendered directly and in real time from the CT data, i.e., no
segmentation of the nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses and generation of intermediate geometry is required. Two different render modes are available: A direct first-hit iso-surface rendering
based on a pre-defined, but adjustable, iso-value that displays the shape of the rendered cavities,
and a constrained direct volume rendering that allows the direct visualization of tissue characteristics (i.e., the difference between mucosa and bone) encoded in the CT image. The fusion of
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Figure 2.3: Screenshot of STEPS showing the planning and simulation of the opening of the
sellar floor. The tumor and the internal carotid arteries are shown as background objects in the
virtual view and appear color coded in the MPR. The tip of the virtual endoscope is located at
the center of the MPR, a projection of the line of sight is indicated on each section by a yellow
arrow. The color coded frustrum on the MPRs restricted by the rendered iso-surface provides a
tool to directly compare the shown virtual endoscopic image with the original data.

virtual endoscopic views and rendered critical structures shown as background objects is done
on the fly and provides highly interactive and flexible 3D images.
Optical parameters of the virtual endoscope like opening angle, viewing angle, barrel distortion and roll can be chosen to obtain comparable images of the virtual endoscopic view and the
real endoscopic image. A set of orientation and navigation aids helps finding the optimal path to
the sphenoid sinus and allows the validation of the chosen iso-value. The system also provides a
simulation of the opening of the sellar floor including color coded indication if critical structures
would be damaged or not.
A detailed description of STEPS can be found in the works of Neubauer et al. [91, 92]. The
system is commercially not available, but under clinical evaluation. Results have been published
by Wolfsberger et al. [139].

StealthStation R - Intra-Operative Navigation
The second basic component of navSTEPS is the image-guided navigation system StealthStation R
by Medtronic. A StealthStation R delivers real-time feedback on patient anatomy, instrument
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position, and therapy placement for both procedure planning and intra-operative confirmation.
The system optically tracks the endoscope and up to four additional tools during the intervention.
A software interface to the StealthStation R can be realized using the StealthLink R research
portal that provides access to information like the patient space/image registration transformation and the tool positions.

2.4

navSTEPS - System Overview

navSTEPS combines the visualization, simulation and planning capabilities of STEPS with the
tracking information of the navigation system.
To integrate both systems an additional communication layer has been implemented using
StealthLink R . Customized calibration procedures for external and internal camera parameters
guarantee the comparability of real and virtual endoscopic images. Visualization, planning and
interaction possibilities have been extended for intra-operative use.
navSTEPS supports the whole work flow consisting of four phases: acquisition, planning,
setup, and intervention. The user interface is designed in a way that each phase is mapped to
its own specialized working environment providing computational assistance for all tasks of the
respective phase. The following paragraphs give a workflow oriented overview of navSTEPS.

Data Acquisition
For pre-operative planning and conventional image guided navigation of endoscopic pituitary
surgery CT (512×512 axial, 100-200 slices), a T1-weighted MR and a MR angiography data is
acquired.
The CT data provides, besides information on the location of bony structures, clear airtissue boundaries required to generate high quality virtual endoscopic images. The MR datasets
contain information on tumor location and extend, pituitary gland, optical nerves, and cysts (T1
weighted MR) and about the internal carotid arteries (MR angiography).

Data Pre-Processing and Parameter Adjustment
navSTEPS integrates the whole functionality of the original STEPS to prepare the available
image data for later generation of patient specific virtual endoscopic images: MR and CT data
are registered, and critical structures are segmented and stored as binary masks. The pre-selected
iso-value of −500 HU for surface reconstruction can be adjusted with respect to important thin
structures affected by the partial volume effect. Endoscope parameters like the opening angle
can be chosen according to the real setup during the intervention (see Section 2.3 for further
details).

Intervention Planning
navSTEPSs main tool for patient individual pre-operative planning of the approach to the pituitary gland is the virtual endoscopic view enhanced by color coded critical structures that is also
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Figure 2.4: Intra-operative setup: Endoscope monitor (1), intra-operative navigation system (2),
navSTEPS monitor (3), patient (4), endoscope (5).

part of the original STEPS. It allows the surgeon a pre-operative simulation of intra-operative situations that can help to avoid or to be prepared to critical situations (see Section 2.3 and related
literature). The exact procedure for pre-operative planning of the intervention highly depends on
the experience level of the surgeon, the individual anatomical situation and pathological findings
of the patient.
For the intra-operative use, navSTEPS extends the visual guidance functionality of STEPS
by so called waypoints that can be placed directly in the MPR of the pre-operative data to mark
important landmarks like the sphenoid sinus ostium along the path.
To assure a free view to the sellar floor, which is needed during the most important phase
of the intervention, a clipping plane (Section 2.5) can be defined pre-operatively that can be
enabled during the intervention.

Setup
The intra-operative setup consists of an endoscope, an intra-operative navigation system, and a
PC which runs the extended virtual endoscopy software navSTEPS. Figure 2.4 shows how the
system is assembled in the OR.
At the beginning of the intervention the intra-operative navigation system is initialized by
registration of the physical patient space to the pre-operative CT and/or MR images. Passive
tracking targets are clamped on the endoscope and a second tool (e.g., the suction) which acts
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as a pointer. Both tools are calibrated using the standard procedure provided by the navigation
system.
After completion of the setup of the navigation system, the same CT data is loaded into
navSTEPS together with the pre-segmented background objects and pre-operatively defined additional parameters.
A calibration step ensuring the comparability between real and virtual endoscopic images
concludes the setup phase (see Section 2.5 for implementation details).

Intervention
All visualization capabilities of STEPS are fully available during the intervention. navSTEPS
extends this functionality by providing additional features to handle the intra-operative visualization and interaction requirements for the application.
Reduced User Interaction. While STEPS was designed as highly interactive system, navSTEPS
takes the interaction constraints during surgery into account like reduced moving space of the
surgeon, sterility, and time constraints. The intra-operative system is almost interaction free:
Currently only an eventually pre-operatively defined clipping plane has to be activated by one
single mouse click or by using a foot switch.
Global Orientation Through Enhanced MPR Views. navSTEPS constantly acquires the current position of the endoscope and the pointer and updates all tracked views of the application
accordingly. Global orientation is supported by the available MPR view that is steered per default by the tip of the endoscope but automatically switches to the tip of the pointer if present.
This feature allows an intuitive exploration of structures close to the pointer directly on the
original image data.
Local Orientation by Relation of Virtual and Real Endoscopic Images. The virtual endoscope follows the tip of the real endoscope and provides the corresponding virtual view based
on the pre-operative data. The navigation system acquires the position of the endoscope with
high precision, but tracking errors introduced by the technical properties of the endoscope (see
Section 2.5) and the differences between the real intra-operative situation and the pre-operative
images (see Section 2.5) make the exact match of the virtual and the real endoscopic image
virtually impossible. Nevertheless, the high quality of the virtual images allows the surgeon to
establish the relationship between the virtual endoscopic image and the intra-operative situation
by direct visual comparison of anatomical landmarks. navSTEPS additionally enables the surgeon to directly control spatial relationships by using the pointer: The tool is visible in reality in
the real endoscopic image and is displayed as cross hair in the virtual image.
To generate meaningful virtual endoscopic images during all stages of the surgery navSTEPS
provides two mechanism to overcome the visualization problems associated with the differences
between pre-operative data and intra-operative situation: (a) Especially during the nasal phase,
where tissue is flexible and mucosa might be more or less swollen, it can easily happen that
the virtual endoscope is placed within virtual tissue. navSTEPS automatically recognizes such
a situation and applies a modified rendering algorithm that still generates a meaningful image.
(b) Pre-operatively defined clipping plane(s) can be activated by mouse click or foot switch to
easily handle tissue removal mainly during the sphenoid phase of the surgery (see Section 2.5
for implementation details).
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Figure 2.5: Waypoint marker at the ostium. Segmented structures, adenoma, pituitary gland
and carotid artery are already visible in the backround.

Visual Guidance by Waypoint Marker. Pre-operatively defined waypoints are visualized as
square overlays (see Figure 2.5) and guide the surgeon towards relevant landmarks. Additionally
the name of the waypoint and the distance to the endoscope tip is displayed next to the marker.
Localization of Critical Structures During the Sphenoid and Sellar Phase. STEPS visualizes previously segmented structures that are generally hidden in the real endoscopic image as
colored overlays on the MPR views and as background objects directly in the virtual endoscopic
image (see Figure 2.3). navSTEPS combines these images with the navigation information of
the real endoscope and the pointer. In this way it effectively supports the surgeon in localizing
critical structures behind the occluding tissue and/or bone. This feature is especially important
during the critical sphenoid and sellar phases of the surgery when the surgeon has to determine
the optimal position for the opening of the sellar floor. An example is given in Figure 2.6.

2.5

Implementation Details

Camera Model and Calibration
The endoscope and additional tools are calibrated to the navigation system by measuring two
tool
positions, the tip ptool
tip and the rear part (hind) phind with a special calibration device. This
positions are defined in tool space, i.e., in the coordinate system of the tracking target which is
image
attached to the tool. The navigation system updates continuously a matrix Ttool
which allows
to transform from tool to image (CT data) space.
image tool
pimage = Ttool
p

(2.1)
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Figure 2.6: Left: Real endoscopic view on the sellar floor. The suction tool visible in front
is used as pointer. Right: Corresponding virtual endoscopic view with background objects and
crosshair indicating the position of the tip of the pointer above the adenoma (gray). The pituitary
gland is displayed as yellow structure and the carotid arteries are indicated in red.

tip

hind

optical center

endoscope
camera
optical center offset

endoscope optic

Figure 2.7: Endoscope Assembly

For simple pointing tools the two resulting positions in image space are sufficient, however driving a virtual endoscope requires more attention. The endoscope used for endonasal
transsphenoidal surgery consists of two parts: A long and thin monocular rigid optic and the
video camera (see Figure 2.7), neither the position of the optical center nor the orientation can
directly be derived from the measured points. Thus, a camera calibration has to be performed
in two ways. First, camera position and orientation (extrinsic parameters) have to be corrected.
Second, the intrinsic camera parameters have to correspond with the parameters of the real endoscope.
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Extrinsic Camera Parameters
Based on the tip and hind position a virtual camera is defined in tool space such that the optical
center is located at the tip and the viewing direction is aligned to the axis defined by tip and
hind. However since the tip position is measured in front of the lens and the hind position is
most likely off the optical axis (see Figure 2.7) further corrections are required to mimic the real
endoscope. The roll angle (rotation around the optical axis) is an additional parameter that must
be adjusted.
Therefore a correction transformation C is inserted into Equation 2.1 which can be used to
transform the virtual camera from tool to image space:
image
pimage = Ttool
C ptool

(2.2)

The correction transformation C is assembled from a translative part which moves the tip
into the optical center and a rotational part which corrects viewing direction and roll angle.
Scaling or shear transformations are not allowed.
Intrinsic Camera Parameters
For intrinsic camera calibration only the field of view vf ov is estimated so far. More complex
visual behavior like radial distortion can be visualized by the rendering system but is not used
since these parameters are not captured at the moment.
Calibration Procedure
To define the final camera model, the correction transformation C and the field of view vf ov
have to be estimated. Currently a simple manual calibration is used that requires the definition
of the field of view, which is generally known for the used endoscope, and the alignment of the
roll angle. The pre-defined position for the optical center is 3 mm behind the measured tip (see
Figure 2.7) and generally does not need further adjustment.
In our clinical study we used the inferior nasal turbinate as a reference to define and verify
the chosen roll angle (see Figure 2.8), because this structure can be reached in an unproblematic
way and has a characteristical appearance.
Endoscope Related Errors
The connection between the optic and the camera is designed to make a fast interchange of optics
possible and allows the rotation of both parts against each other. This construction imposes
problems building a virtual camera model because the intra-operative navigation system is only
able to track the camera body or the endoscope lens. The tracking target is attached onto the
endoscope optic in our setup. If the camera is rotated against the lens, the calibration (at least
the rotational part along the viewing axis) is invalidated.
Another source of errors is the optics itself. Especially long and thin build types can be bend
easily applying little force which can result in positional errors of several millimeters.
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Figure 2.8: Intra-operative and virtual image of the inferior turbinate.

Occlusion Handling
Besides of the extrinsic tracking errors described in the previous section, there are mainly three
situations in which the real patient anatomy differs from the anatomy captured pre-operatively:
1. The CT images were acquired hours or days before the surgery and do not represent the
current anatomical state which likely has changed due to natural swelling.
2. Deformation of mucosa.
3. During surgery tissue and bony structures are resected.
Differing real and virtual anatomical structures pose several problems. There are two situations
where the virtual view can be highly different to the endoscopic view. First, if large displacements of soft structures occur during surgery due to (de-)swelling, compression or shift, the tip
of the endoscope is placed inside the virtual tissue and the default first-hit-raycasting algorithm
is not capable to produce a meaningful image. Second, if the surgeon has removed a layer of
tissue, it will still be visible in the virtual view and may block the view.
Both classes of problems cannot be avoided. Nevertheless the system must provide a meaningful view especially on critical structures in any situation. To achieve this we propose two
different strategies:
• The use of a robust rendering algorithm which provides meaningful images even if the
conventional rendering approach would be occluded or show artifacts (see Section “Transparent Backface Rendering”).
• A simple clipping system to effectively handle occlusion problems related to tissue removal (see Section “Clipping”).
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Figure 2.9: Transparent backface rendering: (a) Algorithm. (b) Intra-operative endoscopic view.
The endoscope touches the nasal septum on the left. The middle nasal turbinate is visible on the
right side (deformed by the suction). (c) Pure iso-surface raycasting resulting in a complete loss
of sight because the virtual camera is located inside the nasal septum. (d) Transparent backface
rendering provides sight on most of the anatomy. The middle nasal turbinate is clearly visible
(however the turbinate is not deformed as in the real endoscopic view). Clipping: (e) Sagittal
CT, the endoscope is located in front of the sphenoid ostium facing towards the sellar floor. The
clipping plane is depicted as a yellow line running through the sphenoid sinus. (f) Intra-operative
endoscopic image with a clear view on the sellar floor because the septum around the sphenoid
ostium has been resected. (g) Virtual image without clipping. The sphenoid ostium is visible in
the lower right corner (marked with *). (h) Clipping is activated. The rendering provides a clear
view on the sellar floor, matching the real endoscopic view.

Transparent Backface Rendering
The virtual endoscopic images are generated by a first-hit raycasting algorithm. The algorithm
computes the color for each pixel by tracing a ray through the volume until the underlying value
exceeds the chosen iso-value. Starting from this position the exact intersection with the isosurface and the corresponding normal is computed which is used to shade the pixel. This basic
algorithm works fine as long as the tracing starts at a position with a value below the given isovalue (which is the usual case if the virtual endoscope is located outside of any tissue). If the
optical center of the virtual endoscope is located inside virtual tissue, the tracing procedure will
stop immediately and the algorithm does no longer deliver useful images.
Transparent Backface Rendering extends the original first-hit raycasting algorithm in a way
that it still generates meaningful images if the virtual camera is placed slightly inside the tissue:
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If the value at the beginning of the ray already overshoots the threshold, the modified casting
procedure searches for the first point along the ray with an iso-value below the given threshold
(the “exit point”). From this point on the basic direct iso-surface raycasting is performed. Ray
R1 in figure 2.9(a) illustrates how the algorithm finds the intersection with the correct iso-surface
I1 by first searching for the exit point O1 .
The limitation of this straightforward approach is depicted by tracing ray R2 : If the search
for the exit point is not restricted, the hidden cavity (I2 ) not accessible by the real endoscope
might become visible. This problem has been solved by introducing a maximal search distance
dmax that limits for each ray the tolerated distance from peye to Oi . dmax has been chosen
≤ 10mm. This range generally covers the small differences between real and pre-operative data
caused by swelling, tissue removal, slight tissue shifts and/or tracking errors.
To clearly indicate that the virtual endoscope lies inside virtual tissue, and that the virtual images differ from the current real situation, the pixel color is dimmed proportional to the distance
di .
Figures 2.9(b)-(d) show a typical situation. The endoscope is pressed against the nasal septum at the left side 2.9(b). This results in a deformation of the tissue which allows the virtual
camera to be located inside the virtual nasal septum. Figure 2.9(c) shows the result of the default first-hit raycaster rendering which generates no usable result. Figure 2.9(d) depicts the the
improved algorithm. The middle nasal turbinate is clearly visible however not deformed as in
the real view.

Clipping
Clipping is one way to guarantee visibility of important structures in the virtual endoscopic
image if tissue and/or bone have been removed during surgery to advance the endoscope (e.g.,
opening of the sphenoid ostium to access the sphenoid sinus) or to get a clear view on important
structures (e.g. removal of septa in front of the sellar floor).
The original STEPS provides sophisticated tools to simulate tissue and bone removal, but for
intra-operative use the required user interaction is far too complex. To reduce user-interaction
to a minimum, navSTEPS implements virtual removal of tissue as a simple clipping plane. Two
interaction metaphors have been realized: pre-defined and interactive clipping.
Pre-defined clipping is setup in the pre-operative planning phase by defining a fixed clipping
plane. During intervention only enabling/disabling of this clipping plane is possible.
Figure 2.9(e)-(h) shows an example where the clipping plane has been placed in front of
the sellar floor. If activated, the virtual endoscopy generates comparable images to the real
endoscopic view and allows the localization of the tumor and other critical structures.
Interactive intra-operative clipping has been realized by using the pointer (e.g., suction)
tool to define the clipping plane (see Figure 2.10(a)). The clipping plane is constructed at the tip
position of the suction perpendicular to the connection vector between eye position and pointer
tip (Figure 2.10(b)) and is activated by using a footswitch.
Additional cylindrical clipping provides a clipping mechanism that emulates opening of
sinuses, removal of septa and bone (Figure 2.10(c)).
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(a)
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Figure 2.10: Interactively controlled clipping. The surgeon has opened a paranasal sinus. The
view of the virtual endoscope is still blocked because the image is generated based on preoperative CT data (a). With the tip of the suction a clipping plane is defined to enable a view
into the cavity (b). A cylindrical clipping shape can be used to simulate the opening more
realistically (c).

2.6

Results

The system has been tested so far in one cadaver study and twelve clinical cases.
Preparation Time. Pre-operative planning using the original STEPS needs about 13 minutes
including image registration, segmentation and anatomy exploration. The additionally required
planning steps for intra-operative use provided by navSTEPS (placing of the clipping plane and
waypoints) takes at maximum two minutes.
The intra-operative setup of navSTEPS (connection of PC and StealthStation, start of the
system, loading of pre-operative images and pre-defined parameters) and the calibration of the
virtual camera requires maximally 5 minutes of additional time.
Feasibility. The feasibility of navSTEPS has been assessed by the performing neurosurgeon
(S. Wolfsberger) in relation to the clinical features of the individual case. Figures 2.11 - 2.14
shows examples of the use of navSTEPS in all stages of an endonasal transsphenoidal approach
to the sellar floor.
The results of the evaluation based on the twelve clinical cases are listed in Table 2.1. The
virtual endoscopic images were found useful:
1. During the approach.
a) In cases of anatomic variations: The transnasal approach to the sphenoid sinus can
be hindered by various individual anatomic variations such as septal deviations and
spurrs, bullous turbinates and postsurgical scarring all narrowing the nasal cavities.
The virtual endoscopy system was able to navigate the surgeon to the sphenoid ostium even in the case of a narrow nasal corridor by means of the waypoint system
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no.

pathology size

PS extension

invasive

anatomic
variation

resection

benefits of navSTEPS

Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Position of ICA during parasellar tumor removal.
Projection of PG, tumor and ICA on thick
bony sellar floor during
drilling.
Localization of cyst
for tailored sellar floor
opening.
Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Localization of cyst
for
tailored
sellar
floor opening and cyst
puncture.
Localization of PG and
tumor for tailored sellar floor opening. Localization of ICA during parasellar tumor removal.
Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.

1

NF

2.5

yes

yes

firm tumor
consistence

subtotal

2

ACTH

1.0

no

no

presellar sinus

complete

3

PRL

1.0

no

no

cystic
tumor

complete

4

NF

2.0

no

no

complete

5

RCC

2.5

no

no

firm tumor
consistence
cystic

6

PRL

1.5

yes

no

parasellar
extension

complete

7

NF

3.0

no

no

complete

8

CPG

3.0

no

yes

multiseptated
sphenoid
sinus
cystic

9

NF

3.0

no

no

narrow
nasal
corridor

complete

10

NF

2.5

no

no

-

complete

11

GH

1.5

no

no

complete

12

HP

1.0

no

no

nasal
septum
deviation,
bullous
concha
-

cyst drainage

subtotal

biopsy

Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Nasal anatomy for
maximum
opening
of sphenoid sinus.
Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Nasal anatomy for
maximum
opening
of sphenoid sinus.
Position of ICA during
opening of sellar floor.
Localization of PG and
lesion for tailored sellar floor opening and
biopsy.

Table 2.1: ACTH: adrenocorticotroph-cell adenoma, GH: growth-hormone-cell adenoma, ICA:
internal carotid artery, NF: endocrine non-functioning adenoma, PG: pituitary gland, PRL: prolactinoma, RCC: Rathke’s cleft cyst, CPG: craniopharyngeoma, HP: hypophysitis
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and the visibility of anatomical structures through the extended rendering algorithm
(see Table 2.1, case number 9, Figure 2.11).
b) For individually tailored opening of the sellar floor: During the sphenoid phase of
the procedure it is crucial for complete tumor resections to maximize the opening of
the sellar floor in cases of large adenomas. The lateral extension of such an opening is defined by the siphon of the internal carotid arteries. The available clipping
mechanisms provided in all cases a clear view to the sellar floor. In combination
with the visualization of the internal carotid artery hidden behind the bony walls
of the sphenoid sinus navSTEPS was able to safely guide the surgeon during sellar
floor opening (see table 2.1 cases 1, 4, 6-11, Figure 2.13). In cases of small sellar
lesions, an individually tailored opening of the sellar floor is necessary to optimally
expose the tumor while maintaining the function of the normal pituitary gland. The
virtual endoscopy system was able to visualize the pathology in relation to the pituitary gland behind the bony walls of the sphenoid sinus. With this information, the
surgeon was able to place his approach through the sellar floor in an optimal position
(see Table 2.1, cases 3, 6, 12, Figure 2.14).
2. During tumor resection for respecting the internal carotid artery.
In cases of tumor extension lateral to the internal carotid artery (parasellar extension),
the virtual endoscopy system was able to provide the surgeon with the information about
the position of the artery in relation to the tumor, thereby increasing the safety of this
challenging task and maximizing tumor resection (see Table 2.1, cases 1 and 6, Figure
2.14).
Accuracy. The accuracy as been checked by correlation of the nasal and sphenoid septation.
The position of the structures has been compared between the live view, the virtual endoscopic
view and the sectional view presented by the navigation system. The deviation was always in
the standard range of the navigation system i.e., 2 mm both at the beginning and during later
stages of the procedure.
Usability. The usability of the system was analyzed for the intra-operative situation. Well
received by the surgeons was the fact that the system requires almost no additional interaction
(activating the clipping plane is the only exception) after the setup. The direct coupling of the
virtual camera to the real endoscope makes it possible for the surgeons to do their work as
usual and just go back to the new visualization if additional information is needed without any
additional effort.

2.7

Discussion and Future Work

The potential benefit of intra-operative virtual endoscopy for image guided endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary has been discussed in many publications and is mainly undisputed. The limited
acceptance of such systems in the OR is basically based on the visualization problems induced
by the specific anatomy of the nasal cavities, correspondence problems, and tracking errors.
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Figure 2.11: Virtual and real image of the tip of middle turbinate (1), suction (2), trajectory to
sphenoid ostium (3). Note that the middle turbinate is deformed to the left.

navSTEPS, the system presented and tested in this paper, is a highly specialized solution
addressing the two main visualization problems that hamper the acceptance and use of virtual
endoscopy for image-guided endonasal transsphenoidal pituitary surgery in the OR. The analysis
of the twelve clinical cases performed with the system have shown that it is possible to create
meaningful virtual endoscopic images through all stages of the surgery and that the system can
add to the safety of the procedure.
Some currently existing technical problems may be solved in the future with the availability
of new innovations regarding the technical equipment: Upon the next generation of endoscopes
the weaknesses of current endoscopes might be improved and it will become possible to integrate
a reliable automatic camera calibration method into navSTEPS.
In the future the use of navSTEPS for other paranasal sinus interventions will be evaluated.
In this case interactive clipping techniques and other methods which allow the surgeon to control
visibility become even more important and need extensive evaluation.
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Figure 2.12: Corresponding intra-operative and virtual image of the sphenoid ostium (marked
in both views).

Figure 2.13: The activated clipping plane provides free view to the sellar floor with suction.
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Figure 2.14: Tailored opening of the sellar floor superficial to the adenoma with a high speed
drill. The crosshaires in the virtual image indicate the position of the suction tool placed on the
drilled opening.
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CHAPTER

Fast and Memory Efficient Feature
Detection using Multiresolution
Probabilistic Boosting Trees
This chapter is based on the publication:
Florian Schulze, David Major, and Katja Bühler. Fast and memory efficient feature
detection using multiresolution probabilistic boosting trees. In Proceedings of the
International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization
and Computer Vision (WSCG), volume 19, pages pp. 33–40, 2011. [117]
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3

This paper presents a highly optimized algorithm for fast feature detection in 3D
volumes. Rapid detection of structures and landmarks in medical 3D image data
is a key component for many medical applications. To obtain a fast and memory
efficient classifier, we introduce probabilistic boosting trees (PBT) with partial cascading and classifier sorting. The extended PBT is integrated into a multiresolution
scheme, in order to improve performance and works on a block cache data structure which optimizes the memory footprint. We tested our framework on real world
clinical datasets and showed that classical PBT can be significantly speed up even in
an environment with limited memory resources using the proposed optimizations.

3.1

Introduction

In the past years various methods for automatic processing and understanding of medical 3D
image data have been developed. One important building block is the automatic detection of
anatomical landmarks. Detection of these features stands often at the beginning of the processing
pipeline: it transforms the dense volume representation into a sparse set of possible landmark
locations, allowing a significant acceleration of subsequent high level segmentation methods.
However, making the transition from pure research algorithms which focus often solely on
detection performance to real world radiology applications brings a number of additional requirements into consideration. The algorithm has to be able to deal with possibly limited technical resources - not all workstations in a hospital might be equipped with the newest hardware,
and the algorithm shall run in the context of radiology workstation software which already occupies resources. Excellent time performance is required because automatic algorithms often
substitute manual workflows while the result must be authorized and/or adjusted by the radiologist. In this case an automatic algorithm will only be used if the execution time of the algorithm
is considerably shorter than the manual approach would be.
This work presents a highly optimized general purpose feature detection framework for the
effective reduction of possible feature candidate positions in 3D image data as preprocessing
step for more expensive object detection methods. Referring to the clinical application context,
we designed our method according to the following requirements:
1. Time Performance: The result must be calculated in a relatively short time (e.g., within
seconds) in order to be usable in a clinical environment.
2. Memory Performance: The algorithm must also execute on standard PCs with limited
technical resources.
Thus, the focus of the proposed algorithm and its implementation is on a small adaptable memory footprint while retaining as much execution speed as possible.

3.2

Related Work

Object recognition, and local feature detection as a subdiscipline of it, are for many years core
topics of computer vision research.
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Point based methods beginning with the Harris corner detector [43] try to automatically
extract points of interest from an image. Exact control of which points are extracted is not supported, therefore recognition of complex structures/areas is done by combining sets of feature
points. The most prominent point detector is the SIFT algorithm [75] which overcomes the
limitations of previous solutions by being scale, rotation and perspective invariant. However,
translating SIFT, which is aimed for 2D images, to 3D volumes suffers from dramatic performance problems. Niemeijer et al. report [93] that SIFT feature extraction on a 200 × 200 × 1024
volume downscaled by 50% takes 10 minutes to compute.
Machine learning based approaches use a (learned) classifier to decide if a specific region
of an image belongs to an object. A prominent example for this class of algorithms is the
method for real-time face-detection presented by Viola and Jones [134] that uses a cascade
of boosted weak classifiers. A more general approach has been proposed by Tu et al. [130]
by introducing Probabilistic Boosting Trees (PBT). PBTs are decision trees which use boosted
learners as classifiers in each tree node. Viola’s boosted classifier cascades are a special case of
a PBT. An alternative to PBTs is the popular d-tree forests method [77] which produces higher
detection rates, but with the drawback of much higher execution costs [66].
PBTs have been successfully applied on tissue classification in medical images: Militzer and
Vega-Higura [82] use PBT for bone removal in CT angiography. The volume is first split into
segments using the watershed algorithm, then each segment is classified with PBT.
Fast preselection of feature candidates for more expensive high level methods is the topic of
the paper of Langer and Kuhnert [66]. They integrate classical decision trees with simple color
based features and a multiresolution scheme for candidate computation for the expensive SIFT
feature detection.
The problem of the large memory footprint of volume data is often discussed in the context
of volume rendering. LaMar et al. [65] use an octree structure with blocks containing different
resolutions, where only the needed subvolume is downloaded to graphics hardware. However,
the whole volume data still has to fit into main memory. This has been improved by Guthe et
al. [40] who proposed to hold the data 30:1 wavelet compressed in memory and extract needed
data on demand block-wise and cache the data as long as possible.
The purpose of our feature detection method is similar to that of Langer and Kuhnert [66]
since we also aim to reduce the list of possible candidate positions as much as possible for
later more expensive methods. Langer and Kuhnert tailored their algorithm especially for prefiltering for SIFT feature computation. In difference to them we decided to use the more general
PBT [130]. This has several advantages: first, it is independent from SIFT features and easily
adaptable to any kind of landmark/structure. Second, decision tree methods can capture large
image variabilities captured by a large number of weak classifiers while they only need to execute a relatively small subset of them to perform a concrete classification. Third, they are robust
against over-fitting unlike classic decision-tree algorithms.
Our contribution.
To satisfy the high performance requirements of the algorithm in a clinical environment, we
extend the original PBT by integrating cascading tree nodes into normal tree building and introduce the concept of classifier sorting (Section 3.3). Both result in higher execution speed of the
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classifier. A second performance optimization is achieved by integrating the PBT into a multiresolution classification scheme (Section 3.3). An effective postprocessing step is introduced
that applies particle filters to compute probability maps for candidate features for outlier detection (Section 3.3). The memory footprint of our feature detection framework is optimized by the
introduction of a multiresolution, multi-derivative block cache data structure (Section 3.4). The
performance of our method has been evaluated on a real world clinical use case (Section 3.5).

3.3

Algorithm

In the following we explain in detail the classifier and our extensions on it, the multiresolution
feature detection framework and the postprocessing step based on candidate probability.

Probabilistic Boosting Tree with Partial Cascading and Classifier Sorting
Probabilistic Boosting Trees
A PBT [130] is a special kind of decision tree which holds at each tree node a boosted classifier.
PBTs are trained top down. Based on a set of positive and negative samples a boosted classifier
with a limited number of weak classifiers is trained for each tree node. On each recursion
level the sample set is split using the generated classifier and the new subsets are used to train
positive and negative child branches. Although multi-class classifiers are possible, we limited
our implementation to the simple two-class model.

Cascaded Boosting Classifier

Boosting Tree with one Cascading Step

false

false

false

false

false

false

Cascading Tree Node

true

false

true

true

Default Tree Node

Figure 3.1: Probabilistic Boosting Tree. Left, tree with cascading nodes only. Right, one
cascading node at the tree root followed by a default PBT.
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Classical Cascading.
If the boosted classifier in each tree node is trained in a way that it does not produce false
negative results, the resulting decision tree consists of positive child nodes only. Traversing
this tree has only one sequential path and degenerates to the cascade of boosted classifiers of
Viola and Jones [134] (see figure 3.1 (left)). Cascading improves execution speed. It allows
the classifier to early terminate and reduces in this way the number of classification tests, but it
reduces also the flexibility of the original PBT to capture a high variability of features.
PBT with Partial Cascading.
We observed that a high number of samples can be classified as false by executing only one
boosted classifier (see section 3.5). This allows to combine the speed-up of cascading with the
flexibilty of the PBT by placing one cascaded classifier in front of the PBT: Our tree model
contains one cascading node at the root level. A negative outcome stops the classification immediately, a positive outcome is further processed using the full PBT (figure 3.1 (right)).
Classifier Sorting.
We also observed that a high number of samples can be early terminated with a cheap and fast
performing classifier (see section 3.5) and that it is advantageous to use expensive classifiers only
in places which are executed less often. In our model the most visited place is the cascading node
at the root of the tree which can discard a large number of samples as false. The rest of the tree
is visited less frequently. Hence, we sort the expensive classifiers into the later tree nodes while
the first node can only use fast executing classifiers.
Image Features.
The classifier decides on a per voxel basis if the current voxel belongs to the searched structure or not. Since PBT is a so called ensemble classifier, basically every possible classification
method can be integrated. However, the selection of image features has influence on detection
performance and execution speed.
In the current work we integrated classifiers which make decisions based on five different
image features.
1. Haar-like features with different patterns and sizes.
2. Image intensity
3. Gradients and principal curvatures
4. Region histograms based on image intensity and derivatives with different sampling resolutions and sizes.
5. Structure tensors
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Figure 3.2: Multiresolution Algorithm

Haar-like features and image intensities are the features with the lowest computational costs
and are therefore used for building the cascaded root. Gradients need to be computed by filtering
as well as principal curvatures which need an additional Hessian analysis step. Region histogram
classification multiplies the cost by the number of samples. Structure Tensors require the convolution of the gradient image with a Gaussian kernel and subsequent eigenanalysis of the structure
tensor matrix. These three types of classifiers are exclusively used for the non-cascaded part of
our PBT.
The chosen weak classifiers are scale variant which is adequate for our application scenario
because we expect anatomical structures to have a specific size (small variations in size should
be accepted anyway, larger variations because of age or gender can be covered with different
detectors and pre-classification based on patient background data).

Multiresolution Feature Detection
The PBT with Partial Cascading is embedded into a multiresolution scheme based on a power
of two Gaussian image pyramid [2] to further reduce the number of voxels to be processed.
A separate classifier Ci is trained for each resolution level. Multiresolution classification
starts at the lowest resolution level n by applying classificator Cn on image In . Classification
+,n
results in a set of positively marked voxels (p+,n
0 , ..., pm ). These voxels are propagated into the
next higher resolution level n − 1 where each positive lower resolution voxel marks the voxels
within the corresponding filter kernel in level n − 1 as candidates. Classification of the current
level is only computed on the remaining candidate voxel. The propagation is repeated until the
original resolution (level 0) is reached. Figure 3.2 depicts the algorithm with a 1D example.
Note that most of the high resolution voxels do not need to be checked using this scheme.
In the case of overlapping kernels some higher resolution voxels have two or more parent
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voxels and it can happen that a voxel is marked as positive and negative. In this case the positive
mark is kept. This leads to a slight over-segmentation, but on the other hand the effect of false
negative samples might be reduced, which is a wanted effect.

Filtering of Results Using Fast Probability Computation
The direct result of our feature detection algorithm is a bit mask of candidates which still might
contain false positives. One method to reduce the number of false positives is to assign a probability to each candidate that reflects the confidence in its classification. The resulting probability
map can then be further processed by thresholding which effectively removes outliers and/or
non-maximum-suppression which only leaves the candidates which are at the center of the expected shape.
Probabilistic boosting trees can deliver such a probabilistic classification. The drawback of
this straightforward approach is the low time performance.
We observed that the result of feature detection form clusters at the feature location resembling already the searched structure (e.g., the intervertebral discs in figure 3.9). Thus, we propose
to assign probabilities to candidates by comparing the shape of its surrounding cluster with the
searched shape.
A fast option to compute this are shape particle filters which are applied in our framework.
The likelihood that a candidate belongs to the searched structure is computed by applying a
shape approximating the structure of interest around each candidate and by measuring the ratio
of overlap of neighborhood and shape.

3.4

Implementation

Data Preprocessing
The spatial resolution of medical 3D images in a clinical environment is generally highly anisotropic.
Especially the slice distances show high variability from modality to modality, from scanner to
scanner depending on the used imaging protocol. The scale variant nature of the image features
described in section 3.3 requires the same spatial resolution of all images to be processed.
Thus, training data as well as unseen data is preprocessed by resampling the original volume
data to an isotropic voxel size that is selected based on the targeted anatomical landmark. The
current implementation uses bilinear interpolation for resampling.
The resampled volume (in the following denoted as “base volume”) is the basis for all successive computations and the original data can be discarded at this point.

Data Management and Derivative Computation
The data management component is responsible for efficiently providing the necessary data
to compute the requested weak classifiers on all resolution levels while keeping the memory
footprint small and flexible.
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curvature

resolution
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normalization

derivatives
Figure 3.3: Datastructure: Only the base intensity volume is kept completely in memory. All
other data, derivative and lower resolution volumes are computed block wise on demand.

The supported weak classifiers require intensity, gradient and principal curvature data for
all positively marked voxel positions on the different levels of resolution. It is obvious that the
performance of the weak classifiers decides on the performance of the whole PBT.
It is well known that filtering volume data with separated filters for derivative computation
is much faster than applying a three dimensional filters per voxel individually. We currently
use a 3 × 3 × 3 Sobel filter for gradient computation, which can be replaced by any other
appropriate separable filter. However, applying a separable filter for derivative computation
requires to keep the whole filtered volume in memory, which might be problematic having our
initial requirements in mind.
To overcome this limitation and to make the memory footprint manageable also in an environment with limited resources, we introduce a cached block structure (see Figure 3.3). The
intensity base volume is entirely located in memory. Lower resolution volumes, gradients, structure tensors and principal curvature are organized into smaller blocks that are only computed on
request. After computation, block data remains cached in memory. If the memory for allocation
of new blocks gets low, the cache is partially cleaned by removing data which was accessed the
longest time ago.
For fast computation of Haar-like features an additional data structure, an integral volume, is
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needed. This data is currently computed as a whole and kept in memory. This is due to the more
complicated generation method of this data which makes it hard to compute the value block-wise
on demand.

Optimized Classifier Execution
Generally each voxel can be classified individually by executing the whole boosting tree starting
from the lowest resolution. However, having in mind that one voxel in a lower resolution volume
has influence on a number of voxels in the higher resolution and that the data is arranged in a
cached block structure, it is worth to consider a optimal execution order.
Detection of features in the whole volume or in a sub volume follows two strategies. First,
feature detection is done in resolution level order. This means that the PBT for one level is
executed on the whole region of interest and then all positively classified voxels are propagated
to the next higher level.
Second, all per level classification is performed block wise. In this way only a small number
of data blocks must be in cache. Any other execution order (for example line wise) would
cause a lot of cache misses and would likely lead to frequent re-computations of block data. If
multiple classifiers must be applied on the same volume all classifiers are executed on each block
sequentially. After the first classifier is executed the block cache remains in a (partially) filled
state. Data which is already cached must not be computed if the next classifier tries to access
this data. Parallelization is implemented using a worker thread-pool. Classification of one block
is fed into a job queue which distributes the work to the worker threads.

3.5

Experiments

Our multiresolution PBT framework was tested in a real world scenario as preprocessing part
for a semi-automatic annotation algorithm for the vertebral column. The task was to preselect
appropriate candidates for the location of the intervertebral discs and the spinal canal.
For the intervertebral discs, three different detectors were trained to cover the different appearance of lumbar, thoracic, and cervical disks. The spinal canal could be detected by using
only one detector.

Setup and Training
The algorithm has been trained and evaluated on 19 CT datasets (13 for training 6 for evaluation
only) containing different parts of the vertebral column. The datasets have up to 1112 axial slices
with a slice resolution of 512 × 512 and a slice distance between 0.62 mm and 3.0 mm. Some of
the data contains pathologies (broken vertebrae, collapsed disc, scoliotic spines) as well as one
cervical dataset from a child.
Experiments have shown that the thinnest intervertebral discs in the cervical section can still
be distinguished if the slice distance is at least 1.5 mm. We therefore fixed the base volume voxel
scale for this experiment as 1.5 mm isotropic and the datasets were resampled accordingly.
In all datasets position and location of the intervertebral discs and the spinal column have
been manually labeled. Based on the given annotation, positive samples have been generated
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Volume
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

original size
512 × 512 × 202
512 × 512 × 163
512 × 512 × 361
512 × 512 × 222
512 × 512 × 249
512 × 512 × 152
512 × 512 × 277
512 × 512 × 260
512 × 512 × 1112
512 × 512 × 228
512 × 512 × 945

normalized size
106 × 106 × 134
113 × 113 × 108
144 × 144 × 168
89 × 89 × 148
170 × 170 × 166
91 × 91 × 101
245 × 245 × 184
244 × 244 × 179
274 × 274 × 370
176 × 176 × 228
244 × 244 × 630

Table 3.1: Properties of volumes for performance evaluation.

randomly inside the intervertebral disc and the spinal column. Negative samples have been
generated randomly all over the volume with the constraint to have a minimal distance to positive
samples of 10 mm.

Performance Evaluation
Time performance of the algorithm has been assessed based on a set of eleven CT volumes (six
evaluation and five training datasets). The properties of the data, its original and normalized
size is listed in Table 3.1. The classifier is trained using one cascading step and allow only
intensity and Haar-like features in the cascade node. The influence of the different optimizations
is measured against this default. Detection performance was measured based on 8 datasets
containing the 6 evaluation datasets.

Limited Memory
The data structure is designed to cope with limited resources. However, reaching the bounds of
memory provokes clearance of cache blocks that might have to be recomputed at a later stage of
the algorithm. Figure 3.4 illustrates the time performance over different cache memory bounds
for datasets 4 − 7 and show a clear threshold (∼ 25 MB) for all four datasets where the performance/memory ratio changes dramatically. This memory limit is slightly different for each
dataset and depends on the dataset size. If the available memory falls below that threshold computation time rises heavily whereas performance remains stable if enough memory is available.
The threshold marks the point where data blocks need to be frequently recomputed. As long as
enough memory is available deletion of block data from the cache and occasional re-computation
has almost no influence on performance.
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Figure 3.4: Memory Limits

Multithreading.
We tested the multithreading performance of our algorithm on an Intel quad core CPU with 2.4
Ghz and hyperthreading. Figure 3.5 plots the computation speed over the number of threads
again on datasets 4 − 7. Time drops until 4 threads are used. For more threads no significant
speed-up (but also no significant slowdown) can be monitored.
The scaling with the number of threads below four is not linear. This is caused by the current
locking strategy that prohibits accessing one block if it is currently computed by another thread.
This situation mainly occurs if 2nd derivatives have to be computed that require accessing also
neighboring first derivative blocks. If another thread is classifying one of these neighboring
blocks at the same time it has to wait until the lock is released. This kind of collision happens
more frequently as more threads are used. We expect therefore a logarithmic scaling of time
performance with the number of cores as long as the locking behavior is not improved.

Cascading Speed-up.
The impact of cascading on detection speed has been measured by comparing the time performance of our default detectors with detectors which are trained without including a cascading step. The result is plotted in figure 3.6. Over eleven datasets we measured a speed-up of
1.45 − 2.67 for detectors including a cascading step.
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Figure 3.5: Plot computation time against number of threads. Tested on a quad-core with
Hyperthreading.

Figure 3.6: Detection speed comparison between PBT with (blue) and without (green) cascading on eleven different datasets.
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Figure 3.7: Detection speed comparison between PBT with (blue) and without (green) classifier
sorting on eleven different datasets.

Classifier Sorting Speed-up.
The impact of classifier sorting is plotted in figure 3.7. We compare the time performance of
our default detector including cascading and sorting with detectors which are allowed to use all
classifiers in the cascading node. Classifier sorting results in a speed-up up to 1.65 for detectors
which use sorting.
Multiresolution Speed-up.
To measure the impact of multiresolution feature detection we compared detectors using three
levels of resolution against detectors using only one level. The results are plotted in figure 3.8.
The measured speed-up ranges between 3.44 and 17.51.
Detection Performance.
Two feature detection results are depicted in Figure 3.9. The first row shows the detection of
intervertebral discs in the lumbar section of the spine, the second row shows the detection of the
spinal canal on a whole spine. The detection progress from lowest to highest resolution level
is depicted from left to right. The images illustrate well the effectiveness of the multiresolution
scheme since already at the lowest resolution level the major part of the volume is excluded from
a higher resolution analysis.
The selected voxels (blue) reproduce the shape of the searched anatomical parts to a large
extend. However outliers can be observed, for example inside the vertebral body (first row) or at
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Figure 3.8: Detection speed comparison between multiresolution vs. one resolution.

.

.

.

.

Figure 3.9: Coronal and sagittal images of detection results for the intervertebral disc (first row)
and the spinal column (second row). Three levels of resolution document the detection process,
lowest resolution left to highest resolution right.

the ventral side of the ribcage (second row). Moreover missing features can be observed as well
(first row, ventral side of the topmost disc).
This observation is also reflected in recall and 1-precision plots (Figure 3.10). Recall denotes
the ratio between selected voxels within the ground truth and all possible ground truth voxels. 1precision describes selected voxels outside the ground truth divided by all the voxels which were
selected by the feature detection (also the falsely selected ones). The evaluated data involves
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Figure 3.10: Recall and 1-Precision plots showing results lumbar spine dataset ((a) and (b)) and
the spinal canal ((c) and (d)). Plots ((a) and (c)) show results without and plots ((b) and (d))
show results with post processing through particle filtering.

Figure 3.11: Feature mask (blue) post processed with particle filtering, non-maximum suppression and thresholding (yellow).

healthy spines (1, 2, 3, 6, 7 in Figure 3.10) and spines with diseases like scoliosis and broken
vertebrae (4, 5, 8 in Figure 3.10).
The Figures 3.10 (a) and (c) show results after feature detection without any postprocessing
where the high recall rates give information about good detection results of structures of interest
(discs and spinal canal). However, besides the high recall rates there are also high rates of 1precisions because of the occurrence of outliers (e.g., spongy bone within vertebrae with similar
features to discs). The high 1-precision rates can be reduced by postprocessing steps by using
the particle filter to assign probabilities to all detected voxels and removing all candidates with
a probability value below a threshold t = 0.15. The results are depicted in Figure 3.10 (b) and
(d). A significant drop of the 1-precision values can be observer due to a reduction of outliers.
However, this action reduces the recall rate as well albeit much less significant. The threshold
value t was manually defined, we found that t = 0.15 gives in most cases good results. However,
since t has a direct influence on recall and precision, it can be used to tune the algorithm for
specific use cases.
An example for postprocessing of the resulting feature mask is depicted in figure 3.11.
First probabilities are computed by applying a box shape particle filter with the dimensions
9 × 9 × 60 mm3 . The box approximates the elongated shape of the spinal canal. Second, the
feature points are reduced by non-maximum suppression of the probabilities. Third, outliers are
removed by thresholding the probability.

3.6

Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented a method for time and memory efficient feature detection on medical 3D
volume data. The goals and requirements formulated at the end of Section 3.1 have been reached
by selecting a classification based approach based on a Probabilistic Boosting Tree classifier.
The classification method was improved by combining the decision tree with one cascading step
and the introduction of classifier sorting. This classifier was embedded into a multiresolution
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framework. We could show that all optimizations together result in a huge time performance
gain with an approximated speed-up factor of 20.
Multithread performance was measured to scale sub linearly (almost logarithmically) which
is due to internal data locking. The speed-up is for state of the art quad core CPUs still significant. But to benefit from more parallelism, improvements have to be done in this section.
However it is likely that more sophisticated access patterns and locking schemes can help to
overcome this problem.
The behavior of the block cache data structure was evaluated in section 3.5. It is noticeable
that even larger datasets require only ∼ 25 MB for the block cache to run almost unhindered.
However even under circumstances where less memory is available the algorithm will just perform slower.
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CHAPTER

Similarity Based Object Retrieval of
Composite Neuronal Structures
This chapter is based on the publication:
Florian Schulze, Martin Trapp, Katja Bühler, Tianxiao Liu and Barry Dickson. Similarity Based Object Retrieval of Composite Neuronal Structures. Proceedings of
Eurographics Workshop on 3D Object Retrieval (EG3DOR), 2012 [118]
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4

Circuit Neuroscience tries to solve one of the most challenging questions in biology:
How does the brain work? An important step towards an answer to this question
is to gather detailed knowledge about the neuronal circuits of the model organism Drosophila melanogaster. Geometric representations of neuronal objects of the
Drosophila are acquired using molecular genetic methods, confocal microscopy,
non-rigid registration and segmentation. These objects are integrated into a constantly growing common atlas. The comparison of new segmented neurons to already known neurons is a frequent task which evolves with a growing amount of
data into a bottleneck of the knowledge discovery process. Thus, the exploration of
the atlas by means of domain specific similarity measures becomes a pressing need.
To enable similarity based retrieval of neuronal objects we defined together with
domain experts tailored dissimilarity measures for each of the three typical neuronal sub structures cell body, projection, arborization. The dissimilarity measure
for composite neurons has been defined as domain specific combination of the sub
structure dissimilarities. According to domain experts the developed system has big
advantages for all tasks which involve extensive data exploration.

4.1

Introduction

A mechanistic understanding of brain function must ultimately be built upon a detailed account
of how individual neurons are organised into functional circuits, and how information processing within these circuits generates perception and behaviour. Genetic model organisms offer
the possibility of applying powerful genetic methods to identify, characterise, and manipulate
specific neurons in the brain. In particular, Drosophila melanogaster, the fruit fly, has emerged
as one of the leading model systems for exploring how information processing in defined neural
circuits generates complex behavioural patterns [96]. Central to these approaches are methods to
reproducibly label and identify cells of a given type, and to construct digital atlases that ideally
would include representations of each neuronal type on a common frame of reference. Molecular genetic methods make it possible to express transgenic markers in various neuronal subsets.
In some cases, individual types of neurons can be labelled in this manner, though more often
multiple cell types are labelled in each brain. Neurons marked in this manner can be visualized
using confocal microscopy, resulting in multi-channel volumetric images. To be able to combine
images of different fruit flies, i.e., to overcome slight anatomical variations and distortions and
to provide a common reference frame, all images are co-registered to a template brain using nonlinear registration [109]. Interesting neuronal structures are segmented on the registered images
and their geometric representations are stored together with their source images and other meta
information in a database.
Given the number and diversity of neurons in the fly brain, any systematic mapping of the
individual cell types necessarily involves the acquisition, registration, and analysis of many thousands of images. Such constantly growing collections of interrelated spatial data build the basis
for further knowledge generation and reasoning, creating the need for effective tools enabling
the scientist to explore these large data sets. One urgent need is for a method for efficient similarity searches and 3D object retrieval, as well as robust measures for the classification of neuronal
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morphologies. Given the representation of a specific type of neuron, or a component thereof,
the scientist frequently needs to interrogate the entire database to identify other instances of the
same neuron, or distinct neuronal types that share some but not all of its features. Such similarity
measures can therefore also form the basis for automatic classification systems that could sort
individual representations into distinct morphological classes.
We present a similarity based shape retrieval method tailored to the specific requirements
of neuronal structures in the fly brain. The main contribution of this work is the definition of
appropriate similarity measures for neuronal (sub)structures. These methods should be equally
applicable to brain atlases for other species.

4.2

Related Work

Neuroscience is a data intense field requiring specialized and scalable data management, data
mining and exploration methods. Data collections and studies in neuroscience are often inter
subject, i.e., aim at fusing information from data retrieved from different individuals to a common atlas. A good introduction to this specific kind of image and object data collections and
related challenges has been given by Van Essen [132] and Hanchuang Peng [101]. Van Essen described the emerging role of databases and atlases for neuroscience research, while Hanchuang
Peng listed the main challenges of the new field of bioimage informatics as clustering, classification, indexing and retrieval of the data base contents.
Location or Euclidean distance based search for neuronal structures have been addressed by
Bruckner et al. [15]. They described a system which allows to retrieve neuronal objects from
an atlas by visual queries. The user marks a location or object of interest with a brush gesture
in space and the system immediately returns a list of close (minimal distance) or overlapping
objects. A similar method for exploration of pathways and connectivity of neurons has been
presented by Lin et al. [72]. The framework offers a variety of tools which allow to combine
several location based queries to retrieve connected objects or to identify neurons sharing the
same pathways through the brain. Fly Circuit [89] is a web based database for Drosophila
image and object data. It offers the possibility to search for neurons or cell bodies by similarity.
Similarity is defined either by spatial distance in case of cell bodies or by a spatial distribution
matrix in case of whole neurons. Non of the three mentioned methods addresses a shape or
similarity based search of neurons.
A method for interactive exploration of neuronal pathways in diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
of the human brain has been presented by Sherbody et al. [121]. A set of regions of interest can
be interactively defined and manipulated while the algorithm returns all fiber tracts connecting
these regions. Besides such manual exploration of fiber tract data, clustering methods have
been used to automatically identify bundles of similar fibers. Similarity between fiber tracts
is often defined by their euclidean distance. Demiralp and Laidlaw [25] describe a weighted
mean distance metric which favors the middle section of the fiber tract and use it for similarity
coloring of fiber tract bundles. Moberts et al. [85] evaluated different clustering methods and
reported that hierarchical clustering using single-link and mean distance between fibers gives
the best results. These two methods explore the space of fiber tracts either by location, distance
or connectivity. Appearance or shape is not directly considered.
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Figure 4.1: Rendering of an neuron as it is stored in the fly brain atlas. Blue = cell body, green
= projection, brown = arborizations.

A different approach is proposed by Scorcioni et al. [119]. Neurons are characterized by
more then 40 different metrics which describe the morphology of the structure. However, it becomes apparent that morphology is a very variable feature in our data. Algorithms which capture
similarity in our data must be able to cope with variable morphology and partial matching shape.
Cardona et al. [18] presented a method which improves reconstruction of brain circuitry of
the larval Drosophila by automatically assigning neurons to their respective lineages based on a
shape based similarity measure and can be therefore considered as closest to our work. Unknown
secondary axon tracts are automatically assigned to a lineage by matching them to previously
labeled corresponding axon tracts. The proposed similarity measure for the tube like axon tracts
is based on the curve morphing method of Jiang et al. [51] and relies on a combination of shape
similarity, mean Euclidean distance and shape homogeneity.
Several general approaches for rigid and non-rigid shape retrieval have been proposed. Their
discussion goes beyond the scope of this paper. For a detailed survey on shape retrieval we refer
to Tangelder and Veltkamp [127]. To the best of our knowledge non of these methods has been
applied up to now to realize a shape based retrieval method for similar neurons.

4.3

Data and Methods

The nervous system of the Drosophila as in any invertebrate organism consists mainly of unipolar neurons ( for more informations we refer to Blankenship and Houck [10]). This means that
from a nerve cell body only one process extends from it, which typically later bifurcates into
a dendritic branch and an axonal branch. A typical example of a neuron as it is stored in the
database is depicted in Figure 4.1.
The neuronal objects (cell bodies, projections and arborizations) are segmented on co-registered
confocal microscopy images of the brain (see Figure 4.2 (left)). The volumetric image has a size
of 420 × 420 × 165 µm3 and is sampled with a resolution of 768 × 768 × 165 voxels.
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Figure 4.2: Maximum intensity projections of volume image data. Green channel: Fluorescence
staining of neurons. Magenta channel: Brain template. Left, basic image. Right, averaged image
based on five basic images.

Cell bodies and arborizations are annotated manually using a region growing tool on averaged image data (see Figure 4.2 (right)). The resulting binary masks are automatically converted into triangle meshes for rendering and further processing. Projections, semi-automatically
traced [69], are thin elongated tree-like structures which are represented as skeleton graphs with
radii.
The composition of one cell body, one projection and any number of arborizations form
a neuron. Each neuronal structure belongs to exactly one neuron, but a neuron stored in our
database is not necessarily complete, i.e., only a subset of the three components might be available.
Since all structures are segmented based on co-registered image data, the objects share a
common reference frame and form an atlas, i.e., they are directly comparable based on their
location in space. However the locational invariance undergoes a significant uncertainty. This
stems from an average registration error ≈ 5 µm and biological variability between individual
flies.
In the following we describe how dissimilarity between neuronal structures is modelled and
how dissimilarity between whole neurons is defined.

Cell bodies
Cell bodies (soma) are blob-like structures located within the cortex of the fly brain (see Figure
4.1 (left)). Shape and size varies heavily on segmented data mainly because cell bodies are
floating structures on the cortex. Therefore, the shape, gathered from averaged images captured
from several genetically identical flies, represents the density of the cell body position.
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Figure 4.3: Transformation of a projection skeleton graph into a set of feature vectors.

The only discriminative feature of a cell body C is the location in space. Therefore dissimilarity can simply be computed using the Euclidean distance between cell body’s center of mass
m(C) and we define the dissimilarity function for two cell bodies Ca and Cb as follows:
Dc (Ca , Cb ) = km(Ca ) − m(Cb )k

(4.1)

Projections
Projections (axons and dendrites) are thin elongated tree-like structures which are represented as
skeleton graphs with radii. Discussions with domain experts revealed that the most characteristic
features are location and shape, whereas other morphological features (e.g., number/ location of
branches or terminals) are very variable and therefore misleading. Furthermore direct pairwise
similarity computation is expected to be unrewarding and too expensive because of the expected
growth of data. Therefore the presented approach aims to characterize projections by a small
set of feature vectors which reflect the invariant properties of the structure and enable a fast
dissimilarity computation.
The most descriptive feature of a projection in an atlas is the position and shape of its traces.
The morphology on the other hand can be different between instances of the same neuron. Therefore we transform a projection into a set of feature vectors which describe the properties of subparts of the skeleton graph, but ignore the morphology. Projection skeleton graph P is split into
n non branching sub-traces pi . The length |pi | of the traces is a parameter of the algorithm and
influences directly the number of feature vectors in the set. For each trace pi a feature vector is
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assembled consisting of two three dimensional vectors:
f (pi ) = (m(pi ); ωd · d(pi ))

(4.2)

where m(pi ) denotes the center of mass of pi and vector d(pi ) = (dix , diy , diz ) denotes the
main direction of trace pi . In order to be invariant against the point order of the traces we
demand that dix ≥ 0. If this is not the case the alignment is negated. m is defined relative to
a normalized volume so that all components are in the interval [0..1]. The scalar ωd denotes
a weighting parameter which defines the influence of the alignment on the feature vector. The
whole projection is therefore described by a set of feature vectors:
F(P ) = (f (p1 ); ...; f (pn ))

(4.3)

Figure 4.3 shows an example where two different skeleton graphs should be compared. The
comparison of both corresponding feature vector sets is not straightforward as the number of
feature vectors varies and association between vectors is therefore undefined. Furthermore the
distance measure should be able to detect partial matches.
Possible approaches to define a dissimilarity function for projections are for instance the Bag
of Words [71] and the Bag of Features (BoF) [33] algorithms. We propose to use the Pyramid
Match Kernel (PMK) [36] because we found that a multi-scale method adapts better to the
variability of the domain specific data. The PMK method builds a histogram pyramid over the
feature space. The resolution of each histogram starts by 1 for each dimension and is doubled
on every higher level. The pyramid match kernel K for the feature vector sets Fa := F(Pa ) and
Fb := F(Pb ) of projections Pa and Pb is computed as follows:
K(Fa , Fb ) =

L
X
1
Nk
2k

(4.4)

k=0

with
Nk = I(Hk (Fa ), Hk (Fb )) − I(Hk−1 (Fa ), Hk−1 (Fb ))

(4.5)

, where Hk denotes the histogram at level k and I is a function computing the overlap between
histograms. Finally the kernel function K is turned into the dissimilarity function:
1
Dp (Pa , Pb ) = 1 − √ K(Fa , Fb )
c

(4.6)

where c = K(Fa , Fa ) · K(Fb , Fb ) normalizes the similarity value.

Arborizations
Arborizations are dense terminal branching structures which enable neurons to intercommunicate. It is important to determine the similarity of arborizations to figure out if they correspond
to the same neurons. Similarity between arborizations can be defined by their shape. Because of
the generation process similar arborizations tend to differ by small distortions or sometimes only
parts are segmented. We decided to use shape context because it benefits from being insensitive
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to small distortions and is easy to compute, yet still has a high accuracy. Originally proposed for
2D shape similarity [7], the shape context has also been generalized for 3D shapes [86].
For each vertex vi , i = 1.., n of the mesh representation of an arborization A a coarse logpolar histograms Hi with k = 1, ..., l bins of the connection vectors of vi with all other vertices
is computed. Thus, Hi describes implicitly the relative positions of all other vertices of the shape
in respect to vi .
Hi (k) = |{v ∈ A|v 6= vi ; (v − vi ) ∈ bin(k)}|

(4.7)

The bins of the histograms Hi , i = 1, ..., n used for the shape context of the shape are
uniform in log-polar space to make the descriptor more sensitive to nearby sample points. The
shape context descriptor is translation- and rotation-invariant, and can be made scale-invariant
by an additional normalization step.
As arborizations consist of up to 800.000 vertices, and the runtime is dominated by the vertices, the general shape context is not appropriate for our application. Moreover, as sometimes
only parts of arborizations are segmented, we also have to solve the problem of partial matching.
Therefore, we propose to use the bag of features (BoF) based fast pruning algorithm using shape
context (shapemes) by Mori et al. [86].
To realize BoF we have to obtain a vocabulary of geometric words W = {w1 , . . . , wm }
that is representative for the full set of shape contexts of the known shapes. We use vector
quantization through k-means clustering for our purpose. The corresponding BoF histogram
HW (A) will be obtained by counting the occurrences of the geometric words for the shape A.
Because the relation between the words is lost using BoF, we use a spatial-sensitive bag
of features (SS-BoF) approach by Bronstein et al. [14] to improve the results. In the case of
SS-BoF, the frequency of word pairs fij (A) for spatially close shape context histograms of the
shape A will be used as feature descriptor. We use diffusion distance [73] to measure the spatial
distance. The resulting feature descriptor for the whole shape A is the m × m SS-BoF histogram
F(A) = (fij (A)).
In order to additionally strengthen discriminative word pairs, Bronstein et al. use the text
retrieval inspired weighting proposed by Sivic and Zisserman [122]. Word pairs with a high frequency are less discriminative then those with low frequency, therefore spatially-close geometric
words will be weighted by their inverse document frequency

ωij = log

N
nij


(4.8)

where N is the number of objects in the database and nij is the number of occurences of the
word pair (wi , wj ) over all objects.
In order to compute the dissimilarity function for two arborizations Aa and Ab , we simply
compute the L1 distance between the weighted SS-BoF histograms F(Aa ) and F(Ab )
DA (Aa , Ab ) =

m X
m
X
i=1 j=1
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ωij |fij (Aa ) − fij (Ab )|

(4.9)

Neurons
As neurons comprise cell body, projection and arborizations, similarity between neurons is defined by the similarity of these components. Therefore, the similarity of each component has to
be computed and the result set of each component has to be combined in a rank-aware manner
to one single result set.
Rank-aware queries, also known as top-k queries [50], only retrieve the k objects that are
highest ranked in the subqueries. For example, consider a top 5 similarity query on flags to a
query flag in terms of color and texture. The top-k algorithm has to return those 5 flags that
match best the criteria of the user in short computation time and determine a score value for
each flag. An approach for fast processing of complex queries consisting of several subqueries
has been presented by Güntzer et al. [39] based on the approach of Fagin [31].
To answer similarity queries on neurons our application has to return the top-k ranked neurons based on their subqueries. We use QuickCombine [39] for fast subquery combination based
on an aggregating dissimilarity function.
The selection of a dissimilarity function D(X, Y ) that maps the distances of each of the
subqueries to a single score value is crucial for good results. As mentioned by Grosser et al. [38]
using domain knowledge for selecting a proper dissimilarity function improves the results of
exploration algorithms.
Determining similarity between two neurons Na and Nb based on their anatomy is a multistep procedure. Neurobiologists first evaluate the similarity of the projections of the two neurons.
If the projections are very similar it is very likely that the neurons also share an anatomical
structure. In the next step, the similarity between the cell bodies and the arborizations will be
determined. If those structures are also very similar it is very likely that both neurons are similar.
Moreover if one of the two stages responds with a low similarity but the other one with a high
similarity the neuron can still be of interest for the researchers.
Therefore we propose a structure-sensitive dissimilarity function between neuron Na =
n
1
(Ca , Pa , A1a , ...Am
a ) and Nb = (Cb , Pb , Ab , ...Ab ).
m,n

DCA (Na , Nb ) = ω C DC (Ca , Cb ) +

ωA X A i j
D (Aa , Ab )
n+m

(4.10)

i,j

D(Na , Nb ) =

q
ω P DP (Pa , Pb ) DCA (Na , Nb )

(4.11)

The weighting parameters ω C , ω P and ω A are used to define the influence of the respective
sub structures.

4.4

Evaluation

The method was evaluated on a database containing 188 cell bodies, 451 arborizations and 346
projections. For evaluation we used the following parameters: Projection feature vectors are
computed from 40 µm long traces. The weight of the alignment fraction is set to ωd = 0.2. The
shape context of arborizations is described by 4 × 4 × 8 (α, β, radius) log-polar histograms. The
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vocabulary size is set to m = 20 geometric words and therefore each arborization is described by
a 20 × 20 SS-BoF. For neuron similarity we used the following weighting parameters ω C = 0.5,
ω P = 1.0 and ω A = 1.0. Cell body similarity is weighted by 0.5 because it is less discriminative
than the other parts of a neuron.
Quantitative Evaluation: We asked the domain experts to select retrieval classes for 50
randomly chosen query objects from each of the projection, arborization and neuron collections.
Cell bodies where not evaluated because dissimilarity is in this case defined only by Euclidean
distance. Hence assembling a ground truth retrieval class would involve the definition of a
distance threshold which recreates the ranking method and is therefore trivial.
The retrieval classes contain between one and 25 similar instances. The retrieval result was
scored based on the manually composed ground truth data. Figure 4.4 shows the three resulting
recall vs. precision plots.
We received unexpected good results for neuron retrieval which is due to the fact that the
experts selected just very few neurons into the retrieval classes because of the high variability
and the low number of currently available complete neurons. Fortunately these neurons could be
retrieved with very high ranks. This demonstrates the performance of the sub-structure dissimilarity models as well as composition method. On the other hand the recall vs. precision curve
of projection retrieval has relatively low precision values together with high recall rates. Despite that the retrieval performance is still sufficient, this shows that the emphasis for similarity
rating from the expert’s side goes beyond a pure geometrical definition, also knowledge about
important pathways and anatomy plays a role.
Qualitative Evaluation. Domain experts evaluate the retrieval system and its performance
in respect to the following use case: the assignment of new and unknown sub-structures (cell
bodies, projections and arborizations) to already known neurons. The task usually either requires
a very good knowledge of the data or involves lengthy manual search in the database. Therefore
the problem becomes more and more complex as the database grows.
For this task the domain experts reported a substantial gain of efficiency compared to manual
assignments. The similarity search narrows down the amount of data which has to be compared
visually dramatically. Tests showed for all sub-structure types that appropriate results are almost
always retrieved within the top 20 ranks.
The domain experts also assessed the performance of the neuron retrieval method. The
biologists reported that the method retrieves and ranks neurons in a comprehensible way. Furthermore they expect that, with regards to the advancing growth of the database, neuron object
retrieval will become an important tool which will help to keep the neuron database explorable.

4.5

Results

Results of different neuronal object similarity queries are depicted in Table 4.1. Query objects
are in the first column followed by the top four result objects.
The first row shows an example query on cell bodies. As the only discriminative feature
for cell bodies is the Euclidian distance between their center of mass, the query results are as
expected.
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Figure 4.4: Recall vs. precision plots for projection, arborization and neuron retrieval.

Results for two projection retrieval cases are depicted in row two and three. The first case
is relatively typical because the search results contain the three other instances of the same
projection ranked as the top three results. In the second case the query is performed with an
object that does not have any other instances but runs through a very common pathway. Rank
one to three are set with completely unrelated projections and the rank four result is an instance
of the same projection placed on rank one.
Results for two arborization retrieval cases are depicted in row four and five. The first case
is based on unrelated geometrically very similar shapes, whilst the second case also contains
partial matches in the top ranks.
The results for neuron retrieval are depicted in Table 4.1 row six and seven. The first case
demonstrates that our approach retrieves neurons that are anatomically similar even if they are
completely unrelated to each other. Moreover, in the second case the most similar neuron in the
database is retrieved in the first place.

4.6

Conclusion

We have presented an effective object retrieval method for neuronal sub-structures as well as
composite neurons. Our main contribution is the definition of dissimilarity functions for various neuronal structures which reflect the special needs in the domain of circuit neuroscience.
Furthermore we defined a domain specific composition of sub-structure results which enables
similarity based retrieval of complete neurons.
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Projections
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Table 4.1: Result Images

3rd rank

4th rank

As domain experts have reported, the retrieval results for neuronal structures are absolutely
appropriate. Apart from the currently low number of admissible composite neurons this even
applies to neuron retrieval.
Despite the already good performance, future work must be the further enhancements of
retrieval performance. This involves further exploitation of domain knowledge for the discrimination process. Furthermore, the next logical step would be a semi- or fully-automatic labeling
of neuronal structures based on the proposed retrieval system.
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CHAPTER

Dynamic Spatial Indexes for Large
Registered Image and Object
Collections
This chapter is based on the technical report:
Florian Schulze, Marcus Hansen, Katja Bühler, Tianxiao Liu, Barry Dickson. Dynamic Spatial Indexes for Large Registered Image and Object Collections. VRVis
Research Center, 2012 [116]
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5

Large collections of coregistered 3D images in combination with segmented objects forming an atlas are basis for research and knowledge discovery in circuit
neuroscience. Modern imaging methods in combination with advanced genetic
methods are able to visualize systematically the neuronal structure of Drosophila
melanogaster.
The size of this collections however exceeds the number of datasets which can be
explored manually. Especially the discovery of local structures either depicted in
image data or as already segmented objects within the whole database poses a major
problem.
We present a spatial data structure for indexing large amounts of three dimensional
data and which fulfills the requirements of fast spatial coherent data access and incremental updatability. Based on this general method we develop two specialized
implementations for our image and object data collections. Furthermore we demonstrate how the basic indexes can be used to build high level queries which allow to
answer a multitude of data specific questions.
We show that the two spatial indexes enable efficient and interactive exploration of
the image and object database which contains more than 22,000 entries.

5.1

Introduction

Understanding how the brain works is the question driving circuit neuroscience research. Using the Drosophila melanogaster as a model organism in combination with modern volumetric
imaging methods permits a view into the flies brain and enables to study the neuronal structure.
Advanced genetic methods are used to express single genes and therefore visualize subsets of
the neurons. Registration of the images produced in this way enables direct local comparability
and leads the way for atlas building and knowledge discovery. Current work focuses on systematically mapping tenth of thousands of gene expressions which result in large collections of high
resolution 3D images. Based on this image data, structures can be segmented and semantically
annotated to form an atlas of known neurons.
The resulting large image and object collection is the basis for further investigations. For
the specific targeting of a certain neuron, it is crucial to know which genetic lines target which
neuron. This can be learned by finding for a known neuron other images and objects which
depict the same neuron but have a different genetic origin. Neurons have a unique distribution
in space. Because of the spatial correspondence it is straightforward to find other images which
have a similar signal at the same locations and objects whose location and shape are similar.
For analyzing the function of neurons it is important to find possible interconnections between
neurons. Since neuronal connectivity is established through synapses at the branching part of
the neuron, a premise for connectivity is the spatial overlap between these parts of two neurons.
Spatial comparability enables to search for objects which occupy the same space and therefore
qualify as possibly connected neurons.
Solving the posed questions is theoretically simple because of the direct spatial comparability. Practically they constitute a huge problem because of the large number of datasets. Probing
only a single region for images which provide an interesting expression is manually not feasible.
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The implementation of automatic methods is therefore a logical step and straightforward to implement. However even automatic computation suffers from the large amount of data. Naive and
sequential processing of the data collection to solve a certain location based question can easily
take hours to compute on databases containing tenth of thousands of volumetric images. This
can certainly be accepted if a limited number of queries can solve the questions. However it is
definitely not feasible for exploration of the image and object space because this would require
a high number of queries with big feedback delays.

Bio Image Databases and Altlases
The progress of imaging techniques suitable for biological research leads to a rising number of
volumetric image data which has to be handled [101]. To take advantage of a large number of
image data, it is inevitable to develop specialized databases where the data can be stored in.
Especially databases for neuroscience are expected to be highly beneficial but also challenging
[62]. A discussion of strength, weaknesses, and challenges of these systems is provided by
the works of Toga [129]. Various efforts have been made to build databases for Drosophila
melanogaster research. FlyBrain [4] combines schematic representations, image atlases and 3D
object data. FlyBase [131] is a database for Drosophila research which incorporates image,
genetic and molecular data while providing advanced semantic querying support. Interactive
browsing and annotating 3D image stacks of FlyBase is realized with the Virtual Fly Brain
project [99].
The combination of databases with atlases is considered to be of great importance [132]. For
atlas building, image data must provide spatial correspondences of voxels which is established
by non-linear image registration [109]. On the basis of this coherent image data, neuronal structures can be segmented to form an atlas. Specialized segmentation for neuron data have been
presented by Lee et al. [69] and Peng at al. [102].

Spatial Database and 3D Datamining
Cellular expression in image data and therefore segmented objects are mainly classified by their
location in space and their spatial relationships. Atlases make it possible that entities in the
database are directly comparable by location. Therefore location based querying, browsing, and
exploration of the database is an important feature of such database systems.
Spatial databases are a well known research topic in the field of geographic information
systems (GIS) [41]. However GIS systems are designed for data which differs in many aspects
from our data (e.g., it is not volumetric), which makes this methods not directly applicable.
An example for a specialized method enabling dynamic spatial queries is presented by Sherbody et al. [121]. In this method fiber tracts, segmented in a single diffusion tensor image of
the human brain, can be retrieved by the definition of multiple regions where the structures must
run through. Overlaps of fibers and querying regions are efficiently computed using a hierarchical oriented bounding box data structure. Herskovits and Chen [44] present a system which
integrates image datamining support into a brain-image database. The system provides support
for SQL queries which perform directly on image data. Therefore it is possible to query for
images which have defined image characteristics in specific regions of interests. Another ap77

proach where the shape of the different brain regions is used to classify datasets in a brain atlas
is described by Joshi et al. [52]. Each brain dataset undergoes a preprocessing step including
skull stripping and sub-cortical segmentation, followed by feature analysis of the extracted entities. Based on this computations, the brain atlas can be visualized and clustered. In the field
of circuit neuroscience Lin et al. [72] present a method for exploration and traversal of traced
neuron data. Connectivity between neurons as well as a coarse spatial lookup table is stored in a
relational database. This information is used to enable spatial exploration and traversal of neuron connectivity. Bruckner et al. [15] propose for a similar kind of data a visual query interface
which enables the exploration of the object space by location and neighborhood. A space filling
curve is used to optimize the access to a on disk lookup table containing location based distance
informations to all objects within a given range.

Contribution of the Presented Work
In this chapter we present a method which dramatically improves the time performance of spatial
queries to large co-registered image and object collections. The system presents results most of
the time within seconds which makes it usable for interactive exploration of the data collection.
The presented method follows the same basic idea for fast spatial queries as presented by
Bruckner et al. [15]. However the existing method is limited to object data and uses a static
pre-computed index which is not suitable for constantly growing databases. The presented work
aims to overcome this limitations. Our contributions to this topic are:
• The development of a spatial index data structure which permits fast spatially coherent
data access and can be used for any kind of spatial data.
• The integration of a robust update mechanism which allows increment insertions of datasets.
• The application of the index for efficient exploration and analysis of object and image
data.
• The implementation of a number of high level queries which solve use cases important to
collections of spatially corresponding image and object collections.

5.2

Materials and Methods

In this section we describe a basic and general index structure for fast location based data access
on a large database of co-registered images and related annotated objects. The approach centers
around the idea that each entity in the collection has specific location based properties. The
properties reflect the questions of the users to the data. On image data the users are primarily
interested if a dataset has signal at a specific location because it shows that the gene which is
expressed in the image is related with the neuronal structure at this position. On object data it is
of interest whether the annotated structures are close to or if they overlap with a specific location.
These properties are directly comparable between all datasets because all entries in the database
are registered to a common frame of reference. An index providing immediate access to these
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properties at a specific location for all datasets together, enables aggregation and exploration of
spatial features.
This section describes the general structure of such a spatial index and how specialized
instances for image and object data are constructed and which basic questions to the data we are
able to answer with this indexes.

Input Data
The indexes and spatial query techniques described in this paper are optimized for data mining
of co-registered 3D images and related segmented neuronal objects. The raw images have been
generated using the GAL4/UAS system [12] to label and manipulate specific neurons in the fly
brain and ventral nerve cord (VNC) [13] and confocal microscopy. They consist of two channels,
one showing stained neurons and another one which contains brain morphology staining that is
used to co-register all images to one common template image using non-rigid registration [109].
Examples for the use of this method are: Identification, visualization, and exploration of the
olfactory memory [57], exploration of the neuronal circuit governing courtship behavior [142],
investigation of sexual dimorphism in the fly brain [16] and reconstruction of a brain-wide wiring
network consisting of up to 16.000 cells [19]. For a general explanation of the approach of
investigating neuronal circuits using this method we refer to the work of Olsen and Wilson [96].
We currently work with two separate templates, one for the brain and one for the VNC.
After registration the brain morphology channel is discarded. Only the channels showing neuron
staining serve as input for our indexing and query pipeline. The image data cover a region
of 420 × 420 × 165 µm3 and are stored with a resolution of 768 × 768 × 165 voxels. The
stained images also serve as a source for semi-automatic segmentation and labeling of neuronal
structures. It is distinguished between three different types: cell bodies (blob-like structures
located at the periphery of the brain), arborizations (dendrites, terminal branching structures
which interconnect through synapses with other neurons), and projections (thin, elongated and
branching structures which connect cell-bodies and arborizations). One cell body, one projection
and several arborizations together form a neuron. These structures are depicted in the image
data as regions with high staining. The segmented objects are stored as binary image containing
the respective object mask for indexing purposes and as geometry for fast visual display. An
additional object data type are the neuropils. Neuropils divide brain and VNC in a discrete set
of functional compartments. The research on functional meaning of neuropils and the definition
of the exact shape and location is an ongoing research topic. Currently 53 brain and seven VNC
neuropils are defined. All object and image data is stored in a relational data base and features a
unique id.

General Index Structure
Our spatial query space VT = {v = (x, y, z)|x = 0, ..., l; y = 0, ..., m; z = 0, ..., n} corresponds to the discrete Euclidean 3D space defined by the voxel structure of the respective
template image T , i.e., each template (in our use case brain and VNC) defines its own index.
N = (l + 1)(m + 1)(n + 1) denotes in the following the cardinality of VT . The set of spatial data
on which we want to perform our queries is denoted with D. All datasets in D share the same
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frame of reference VT . M denotes the cardinality of D. D is in our application context either
a set of images registered to template T or a set of objects segmented on previously registered
images.
The index I = (VT , D, φ) establishes a relation between space VT and the query data D.
I stores for each v ∈ VT a list of relevant information on datasets in D found at location v.
The kind of information considered to be relevant is application specific and is defined by the
indexing function φ(v) := {p1 , ...., pk }, that extracts this information out of the datasets in D
and compiles the list of results to be stored for each position v ∈ VT . The stored list of results
is called in the following payload at index position v.
Thus, specific index instances differ in the chosen template T , the query data D and the
definition of the indexing function φ. φ has to been chosen in a way that the index delivers - in
the best case - a direct answer to the question posed to the data.

Core Queries and Their Index Instances
We identified two core questions to our image and object data. The related indexing functions
and index instances built the basis for the definition of a multitude of higher level queries in
section 5.3.
Question one is “What objects are within a specified range r around a given location in
space?” This results in a Point Object Query that delivers as result the set of all ids of objects
within a specific range r around the input voxel. The related index instance is defined as I obj :=
(VT , O, φobj ). O contains binary masks of all available objects. The indexing function φobj
generates for each position v a list of tuples containing an object id and the corresponding
minimal point-to-object distance δ(v, o). If a voxel is located inside an object δ(v, o) is set to
zero. We store only tuples within a predefined maximal range r around our input object.
The second question is “Which images have high staining at a specific location?” This is
the so called Point Staining Query that expects as result all ids of images with high staining, i.e.,
intensity over a given threshold t, at this specific point. The related index instance is defined as
I img := (VT , G, φimg ) where G contains all indexed images. The indexing function φimg (v)
delivers the list of ids of all images which have a significant staining (Section 5.4) at position v.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the use and the results of the core queries in our application context.

5.3

Higher Level Queries on Neurobiological Data

The basic data specific index instances deliver for each single voxel the information if there are
any images or objects of interest and delivers the image id or the object id (and object-voxel
distance) respectively. This section presents a collection of more elaborate queries based on the
core queries that accept as input a whole set of voxels, a so called region of interest (ROI). The
resulting set of core query results is fused by each of the defined queries in different ways into
one single higher level query result. These queries allow to answer fundamental data specific
questions which are presented as use cases for each of the introduced high level queries.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of core queries. The upper row shows a Point Object Query. The query
point has been defined on a 2D slice (left). A selection of objects ranked as top query results
are shown as outlines in 2D and as surface renderings in 3D (middle and right). The second row
shows a Point Staining Query. The query point has been defined on a 2D slice (left). The two
top ranked images (rendered in green and blue) are shown in 2D and as volume rendering in 3D
(middle and right).

Queries using the Object-Distance Index I obj
The object queries allow to explore the object space of the data collection. The identity of
neuronal objects is defined by their position in space and shape. Occupation of the same space by
different objects can be evidence of an interconnection between neurons and therefore functional
relationship.

Region Object Query
This query accepts as input an arbitrary region of interest R. It applies the basic Point Object
Query to each voxel in the ROI and combines all tuples (ido , δ(v, o)) in the resulting set of
payloads to a global result set. The result set contains all retrieved object ids ido associated with
either the shortest found distance to object o or the number of overlapping voxels
The Region Object Query allows to answer a multitude of data specific questions depending
on the definition of the input ROI and the filtering of the output objects. The following use
cases illustrate application scenarios of the query tailored to our neurobiological data and related
scientific questions.
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Figure 5.2: Use Case 1: Anatomically motivated region query. A query region has been marked
on a 2D section showing the template image using a brushing tool (left). A selection of objects
ranked as top query results are shown as outlines in 2D and as surface renderings in 3D (middle
and right)
.
Use Case 1: Anatomically motivated spatial exploration of available objects. “Which cell
bodies, projections, arborizations or neuropils (or any subset of them) are close to an arbitrary
user defined region of interest?” is a common and frequent question to the data. Figure 5.2
shows an example of how the straightforward Region Object Query can be used to spatially
explore the available objects in the database.
Use Case 2: Finding already annotated objects related to unknown structures in a given
channel image. Regions of interest can not only be defined on the template image, but also in
stained images. Marking regions of interest on staining images can be used to find for instance
already known and annotated projections in the database which are close to a stained projection
in a given channel image. Figure 5.3 shows an example for such a query, implemented as Path
Object Query which is a special instance of the Region-Object Query that accepts as ROI an
ordered sequence of points in 3D.
Use Case 3: Object based exploration of available objects. The question “Which Objects
are close to another object?” is posed to explore the spatial neighborhood of objects or to realize
for example a simple distance based similarity measure for cell bodies. This Object Object
Query is an instance of the Region Object Query that takes as ROI the binary mask of the
reference object and delivers neighboring objects and their minimal distances or overlapping
objects and there overlapping voxel count (see Figure 5.4).
Use Case 4: Deriving functional information about available neurons. The overlap of arborizations and neuropils is an important indicator for deriving high level information on the
function of the stored neurons. More specifically we have to effectively answer questions like
“Which neuropils are significantly innervated by this neuron?” and “Which arborizations are
overlapping, what is the extent of overlap and where does this overlap happen?” The Object
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Figure 5.3: Path Object Query on staining image. The user has marked a structure on the 3D
rendering of the image data by painting a path on it (left image). As a result the algorithm fetches
all structures from the database within a small neighborhood to the path (right image).

Figure 5.4: Use Case 3: We are using the projection shown in the left image as input region for
the region-object query which results in an object-object-distance query. The results shown in
the right images have been filtered to show only projections.
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Figure 5.5: Use Case 4: An arborization (left) is used to query all neuropils (right) which are
innervated by this neuron.

Object Overlap Query is a Region Object Query that accepts as input the binary mask of an object and delivers only objects which overlap with the query object. Figure 5.5 shows an example
where all by an arborization innervated neuropils are retrieved.
Overlap in Region Query
For certain data analysis tasks it is necessary to quantify how much of the overlap between two
objects resides inside another region. Let A and B be two overlapping objects and R be the
R
denotes the overlap |A ∩ B| which is inside R:
region. The fraction rA∩B
R
rA∩B
=

|A ∩ B ∩ R|
|A ∩ B|

Let ρ be a function which computes if position v is inside object o.
(
1 if φobj (v) contains a tuple (ido , d) with d ≤ 0
ρ(o, v) =
0 otherwise
The overlap fraction r can be computed using the indexing function φobj with:
P
ρ(B, v)ρ(R, v)
v∈A
R
P
rA∩B =
ρ(B, v)

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

v∈A

Use Case 5: Arborization overlap in neuropil. Overlap between arborizations give rise to
the existence of synapses. Functional meaning can be inferred if it is known in which functional
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compartments (neuropils) the overlap resides. For an arborization of interest overlap values to
all other arborizations can be computed using the Region Object Query. For each overlapping
object the distribution of the overlap with neuropils is computed using the Overlap in Region
Query.

Queries using the Staining Index I img
The staining queries allow to explore and mine the large amount of images stored in a database.
Most of these images are not annotated. Mining this collection for images which show a similar
global or local staining profile or specific structures is the main focus of the queries presented
in this section. As for the object index we present several use cases to emphasize the practical
value of our approach.
High Staining Query
The high staining query enables the user to search for images in the index which have high
staining in a region of interest. Its principle is similar to the Region-Object Query presented in
the previous section. The algorithm counts the number of appearances of each image ID in the
given ROI and stores the result in a list containing tuples of image id and the related number of
voxels with high staining in the given ROI. The amount of staining hR
i of image i in a region of
interest R is defined as:
X
hR
σ(i, v)
(5.4)
i =
v∈R

Where σ(i, v) decides if image i has high staining at position v:
(
1 if idi ∈ φimg (v)
σ(i, v) =
0 otherwise

(5.5)

Use Case 6: Search for channel images containing a marked structure in a reference image.
One of the core questions to the collection of mostly not annotated images is “Is a projection,
cell body, or arborization I see in this image also visible in other images?”. The Staining Brush
Query takes as input a ROI that has been defined by interactively brushing a region on the
reference image and produces a list of all images in the database which have staining in that
region. This region might be a region with high staining, but can be also any other region, e.g.,
on the template image. Figure 5.6 shows an example.
Use Case 7: Search for channel images showing a specific object. Another important question to the image data is “Is this known object present in other images of the collection?” This
Object-Staining Query is similar to the previous one, but takes as input ROI the binary mask of
a known object.
Use Case 8: Search for images with a certain level of high staining in a list of neuropils.
The distribution of image signal over the set of brain regions (neuropils) can be used as a low
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Figure 5.6: High Staining query: With brush tool a tubular structure in the center of the left
image has been selected. The right image shows the dataset from the database with the highest
amount of staining in the selected region.

level descriptor of the image. Querying images which exceed a certain threshold of staining in a
set of neuropils is therefore a common image retrieval method. Staining ratios are computed by
querying the number of stained voxels in the neuropils for each image using the high staining
query. Subsequently the ratios are computed either by dividing the volume of stained voxels in
the neuropil by the volume of the neuropil or by division with the volume of stained voxels in
the whole image.
Staining Similarity Query
The High Staining Query presented in the previous section counts only the number of voxels with
high staining in the specified region of interest. However having an interesting dataset already
loaded, it can be of great interest to search the data for other images which show a similar
staining expression in a ROI. We define similarity as the similarity between staining masks of
image datasets. Therefore we can use Dice’s coefficient to quantify similarity s between masks
A and B:
2|A ∩ B|
s=
(5.6)
|A| + |B|
Applied to our index structure we can formulate the similarity function sR
t,a which computes
the similarity between images t and a in ROI R as follows:
sR
t,a =

X 2 σ(t, v) σ(a, v)
σ(t, v) + σ(a, v)

v∈R
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(5.7)

Figure 5.7: Staining Similarity query inside the left anntenal lobe (yellow outline). Left, base
image. Right, best result image with Dice’s coefficient ≈ 0.57.

Use Case 9: Find images with similar staining expression in ROI. The shape and position
of a neuron defines its identity. Finding images with a similar staining expression to a template
image in a ROI is a strong evidence that the images showing the same neuron. Figure 5.7 shows
an example where the staining of an image inside the left anntenal lobe was used to query for
images which are similar inside that region.

5.4

Implementation

The implementation of the theoretically defined index structure follows the requirements which
are posed by the considered data and the defined use cases:
• Data size: The image and object database is expected to grow into the tenth of thousands
of entries for both data types. In combination with the size of an individual dataset and its
mapping in the index structure, it is obvious that no inmemory data structure can be used.
• Fast access to coherent regions: The previously defined High Level Queries operate on
individually defined ROIs. The regions have in common that they cover generally spatially
coherent regions. Querying is performed in an interactive fashion. Therefore it is required
that the algorithm provides feedback in a short period of time (couple of seconds).
• Dynamic Updatability: The data collection is constantly growing. Therefore it is necessary to add support for incremental updates to the data structure.
• Robustness & Reliability: Data structures which operate from hard disks are exposed to
the risk of disk failure of application crashes during write operations. Since corruption of
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the data structure would implicate the expensive re-indexing of all data, it is necessary to
take steps to provide an acceptable level of robustness and reliability.
• Intuitive Interface: The provided functionality must be accessible through a user interface which enables intuitive definition of the query parameters.
In the following we describe all aspects of the index implementation which are necessary to
fulfill the presented requirements.

Data Preprocessing
A preprocessing step extracts the relevant information from the supported data types (see Section
5.2). Two parameters determine the amount of data which hase to be stored. First, the definition
of relevance defines the ration of the voxels which are indexed. Second, the resolution of the
index enables to balance between accuracy and data size.
Object Data: A distance map is computed from the object mask by applying a distance transform using the linear time algorithm proposed by Maurer et al. [79]. Positions are considered
relevant if the computed distance is below a threshold of 40 µm which is roughly a tenth of the
edge length of VT . For each relevant position an id and distance tuple is computed. Distance
denotes in this case the minimal distance to the object. The data item is encoded in fife bytes,
four bytes for the id and one byte for the distance. The object index is computed at a lower resolution than the original mask data of 384 × 384 × 83. This leads to a lower accuracy, which is
acceptable in our use case, but results in much lower memory consumption which compensates
for a relatively high rate of relevant voxels of 5 - 10 %.
Image Data: Voxels of the image data are considered as relevant if they contain a significant
amount of staining. To extract the relevant voxels we perform image segmentation based on
a combination of histogram based thresholding and binary morphology. This approach leads
to a good separation of neuronal structures with effective noise suppression. A more detailed
discussion about the used methods is beyond the scope of the paper. The segmented binary
staining mask labels roughly 1% of the voxels. Because of the low number of relevant voxels
we create the index at full image resolution.

Data Structure
The size of the index exceeds easily the amount of data which can be handled inside RAM.
Hence the data must be stored out of core. Therefore we utilize a two level data structure which
stores the actual indexed data in a large flat file on disk and uses a lookup table in RAM to locate
the data of interest as presented by Bruckner et al. [15]. Crucial for optimal read performance is
to keep the region to read as small and compact as possible. This requirement is addressed with
two design decisions:
1. The payload for one position is stored in a consecutive space in the data file described by
an offset and a length.
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Figure 5.8: Data structure: Objects A, B and C contribute data to the index of VT . For each
discrete position in VT the lookup table addresses the space where payload is stored in the data
file.

2. Spatially coherent regions in VT are mapped to the one dimensional data file in a coherency preserving way. More exactly we use a 3D Hilbert curve to map the 3D domain
of VT to the one dimensional data file.
The design is realized using two data structures (see Figure 5.8). First, the data storage which
stores payloads on one large flat file on disk. Second, an inmemory lookup table which maps
each position in VT to an offset and a length in the data file. The mapping of spatial position to
data file offset takes the Hilbert curve order into account.

Data Insertion
The original design lacked an efficient mechanism for inserting new datasets. However dynamic
updatability is a crucial requirement since constantly new image data is acquired and additional
objects are annotated. Therefore we propose an extension to the original data structure which
retains the data access performance of the original implementation but provides the ability of an
incremental data insertion.
To allow effective dynamic data insertion we implemented a free space & resize approach
to overcome the actual limitations of standard file systems, that do not allow to insert data into
an existing file. To realize this concept the basic data structures have been extended by adding a
third parameter to the look-up table, the capacity.
The payload for a 3D position v is stored in a range of the data file starting by the offset
address until the offset+capacity address. This data range will be called in the following slot.
New data is written to each slot starting from the offset+length address. Subsequently the
length is incremented in order to include the written data into the payload.
If length becomes equal to capacity for at least on of the slots, no more data can be inserted
without risking the overflow of this slot. Therefore all slots are resized by rewriting the whole
data file. The resize procedure copies the payload for each position in original order into the
new data file while increasing the amount of free space in each slot. At the same time the lookup
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table is updated as well. The offset values are adjusted to the new addresses and the capacity
value is set to the new slot size.

Data Access
Data access is the bottleneck of the algorithm because the data is located on a hard disk which
results in high latency and relatively low bandwidth (compared with data access in RAM). Basically the index function φ(x) is implemented as a read operation on the data file at a specific
range (offset to offset+length) which is defined by the lookup table for position x. The locality
preserving Hilbert curve mapping from 3D space into the data file causes that the data file needs
only to be accessed on a relatively small and consecutive area which effectively reduces I/O
overhead. The whole data access consists of three steps:
First, if a ROI is selected it is translated into a set of discrete positions inside the VT bounds.
Second, the access order is optimized by sorting the access ranges by their positions in the file.
This is important since the ROI is sampled using scanline conversion while the payloads in the
data file are ordered using a Hilbert curve. Sorting the access order enables the algorithm to read
the data from front to back in one consecutive pass.
Third, the data is read from front to back. Experiments showed that using the capabilities of
the operating system to map slices of the file into memory is the most efficient way of doing
this. Each read payload is handed over to a so called evaluator-function e which is responsible
to aggregate the necessary information depending on the current kind of query.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Input: R : region of interest
Input: e : evaluator function e : (x, {p1 , ..., pn }, S) → S
Output: S : List of results, type depends on the evaluator function
// toDiscretePositions returns a list of discrete positions
X := toDiscretePositions(R);
Xo := optimizeAccessOrder(P );
S := ∅;
for x in Xo do
S := e(x, φ(x), S);
end
Algorithm 5.1: Data Access Algorithm

The access procedure is shown in algorithm 5.1. The evaluator function e is repeatedly
called and updates in each iteration the result list S. Note that there is no possibility to control
the order of processing by the evaluation procedure. Therefore the function must be invariant
concerning the process order.

Evaluator Function
The evaluator function is responsible for aggregating the final result data. The function is called
with the payload of all positions selected by the ROI in an unknown order. With each function
call an intermediate result is updated. After all positions have been visited the final result is
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computed by combining the intermediate results. In the following we explain the implementation of the evaluator functions for the high level queries Region Object Query and High Staining
Query (Section 5.3) in detail, the queries for Overlap in Region and Staining Similarity are
implemented in a similar way.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Input: v: position
Input: P : payload at position v
Input: S: previously aggregated result list containing tuples of object ids ido and result
values either distances or overlaps (ido , δ)
Output: S: updated result list
for all (ido , δ) ∈ P do
if (ido , ∗) ∈
/ S then
if δ > 0 then
add (ido , δ) to S;
else
add (ido , −1) to S;
end
else if (ido , δmin ) ∈ S then
compare the related stored distance δmin with δ ;
if δmin > 0 and δmin > δ then
δmin := δ ;
else if δmin ≤ 0 and δ = 0 then
δmin := δmin − 1 ;
else if δmin > 0 and δ = 0 then
δmin := −1 ;
end
end
end
Algorithm 5.2: Region-Object Query evaluator-function

Region Object Query The purpose of this algorithm is to compute the minimal distance or
overlap to all objects in the database. δ describes either the minimal distance to the object
with id ido or the number of overlapping voxels. To distinguish between both, overlaps are
stored as negative values. At each function call (which happens for each position v in the ROI
exactly once) result list S is updated with the current payload. See algorithm 5.2 for exact
implementation details.
High-Staining Query This algorithm computes for all images in the database how much staining they have in a specific ROI. Therefore the evaluator function aggregates a set of tuples
containing image ids and number of stained voxels. Each call of the function iterates over the
list of image ids in the payload for the specific position. For each id it is checked if the result
set contains already a tuple with the specific id. If this is the case the staining counter is incremented. If there is no such tuple, a new tuple with the counter set to one is inserted. See
algorithm 5.3 for exact implementation details.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: v: position
Input: P : payload at position v
Input: S: previously result list containing tuples of image ids and numbers of stained
voxels (idi , ν)
Output: S: updated result list
for all idi ∈ P do
if S has a tuple (idi , ν) then
ν := ν + 1 ;
else
insert (idi , 1) in S ;
end
end
Algorithm 5.3: High Staining Query evaluator-function

Robustness and Reliability
To ensure data integrity we implemented three methods which increase the robustness and reliability of the indexes.
Reliable Write Order: Adding new data to the index can cause a major risk to the data structure
since it can not be avoided that the write process fails in the middle of the operation. However
data is only written in the unused space in each data slot and the new data can only be accessed
if the count field ni in the lookup table is updated. To ensure that only data is accessed which
was successfully and completely written to the data file, the update of the lookup table is delayed
until the data has been completely written to the index file.
Journaling and Snapshot Restore: In order to restore data which might be lost because of a
write error, we keep a journal file which logs the write history of the index. The journal file is
altered in an append only mode which is expected to be the safest method to write to a file.
The journal consists of a header which holds the name of the current index and lookup table
files as well as the previous (before last resize) set of files. After the header four byte words are
added in append only mode. This words can be the id of the dataset which was inserted into the
data structure or one of two special tokens. The special tokens are:
• Saved, which is written every time when the lookup table is saved on disc.
• Resized, which is written if the data structure has been resized.
If the data structure is initialized, first the journal file is read to discover which files hold the
index and the lookup table. In a second step the journal is scanned for the last saved or resized
token. If one of these tokens is at the very end of the journal, the data structure can be used as
is. Otherwise all datasets denoted by the ids after the last saved or resized have to be inserted
again.
In case of a major problem which has corrupted the current index, the journal is used to
identify the files of the index before the last resize. The old version can then be opened and all
datasets whose IDs are after the last resized must be inserted again.
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Figure 5.9: System overview: The user issues a query by the definition of a ROI using a visual
interface. The ROI is forwarded to the spatial index which answers with the list of item ids and
associated quantifications. The result items are augmented by a meta data lookup in a relational
database. Subsequently the queried data is displayed to the user.

Secure Resize Resizing the payload table consists of a large sequence of error prone read
and write operations. To ensure that the index contains the same data before and after resize a
checksum is computed over all occupied data fields in the file that must remain the same after
resize.

5.5

System Integration and Query Interface

The presented spatial index method is integrated into a larger client server setup. The user
operates a client software which is able to visualize 3D object and image data. The querying
tools are executed from within this visual interface. If a query is executed, the associated ROI
is send over the network to a query server. This server forwards the query to the spatial index
server which answers with a list of image or object ids combined with the query-depending
quantification (e.g., minimal distance to or overlap with the object described by the id, or number
of stained voxels which the image denoted by the id shows in the specified region). Subsequently
the server retrieves additional data, such as name and preview image, for each result item by
querying a relation database. Finally the sorted result list is send back to the user. Figure 5.9
depicts a schematic overview over the system.
The user interface is adapted from the original implementation by Bruckner et al. [15]. The
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Figure 5.10: Timing: distance map insertion into the object index. X axis denotes number of
inserted data sets, Y axis denotes time in milliseconds.

system allows to define query regions using visual query metaphors. It is possible to paint a
path on any visible structure to define a Path Query or to select objects which thereafter define
a region of interest for Region Object, High Staining and Staining Similarity Queries. To define
arbitrary regions we added a so-called Brush Query which works similar to the Path Query but
marks a region with an adjustable diameter.

5.6

Time Performance

Time performance is critical for the presented method. The system must be able to execute
queries in a short period of time (within seconds) and it must be able to insert new datasets
within a reasonable time enabling to keep up with the amount of new data. Performance of data
access and insertion is decreasing while the index grows. Therefore it is important to measure
performance over index size in order to estimate the scaling behavior of the system.
The insertion performance has been measured for both of the indexes. The results are plotted
in Figure 5.10 I obj and 5.11 for I img . In both cases a linear growth of insertion time over the
number of inserted data can be observed. Insertion of a distance map in index I obj (Figure
5.10) takes a mean insertion time of ≈ 35 seconds if the index already contains 3000 − 4000
objects. Insertion of images into index I img (Figure 5.11) consumes about 100 seconds for an
index which contains already 3000 images. The discrepancy to I obj insertion timing is due to
the higher resolution of the image data and the more global distribution of data over the data
volume.
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Figure 5.11: Timing: Staining masks insertion into the image index. X axis denotes number of
inserted data sets, Y axis denotes time in milliseconds.

Insert performance is important because the system must be able to keep up with the incoming new data. However querying performance has a much more direct impact on every day work
of the system users. Beside the core queries, which access only a single position in the index, we
evaluate two different access patterns namely sparse sampled path queries and dense sampled
region queries.
Sparse sampled access to the data structure is used for path queries on the I obj index. We
measured path query performance in terms of the number of accessed voxels versus the area
which is covered by the path. The local access optimizing property of the data structure is
reflected in the measurements depicted in Figure 5.12 computed over a data collection of 5000
entries. As long as the path is covering an area defined by a box with an edge length lower
the 90 voxels, the access time is stable around 30 ms no matter how many voxels are accessed.
However if the covered area becomes larger we observe escalation of access times where also
the number of points becomes a linear influence factor.
Dense access to the data structure is used for region queries in both indexes. First we measure
the general scaling behavior in relation to the size of the index. Figure 5.13 shows timings for
region queries of a 323 area on the I obj index. A linear scaling over the index size can be
observed with an access time of approximately one second on an index containing 5000 entries.
The actively used image and object database contains currently more than 22600 images
and 1200 segmented objects for the brain template. To measure the performance at this state
we evaluated logging data acquired during the productive use of the system. On average region
queries to the large staining index accessed 18716 voxels and executed in 3.8 seconds. Fig95

Figure 5.12: Access time for Path queries over the number of accessed voxels and the area
which is covered inside the volume (cover denotes the edge length of an even sized box).

ure 5.14 shows the separate queries. Since the algorithm is I/O bound we don not measure a
difference between high staining and similarity queries. The object index is currently an order
of magnitude smaller which explains the lower access times we measure. Path queries usually
access 5-25 voxels and are executed in an average of 200 milliseconds. Object to object queries
need on average 1100 milliseconds. Insertions to the image index are executed in an average of
290 seconds.
The large variance which can be observed in all measurements has mainly three reasons:
First, we measure mainly I/O performance (access time) which naturally shows a certain level of
variance. Second, data which is inserted might show different spatial distribution which affects
locality on the disk and therefore write performance, and explains why some datasets can be
inserted faster than others. Third, data access is usually limited by a compact region of interest.
Therefore the occupancy of the index at this region influences the amount of data which must be
read and therefore the access time.

5.7

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we presented a method for spatial indexing and its application for large 3D object
and image collections. The method is used for retrieval of images and objects based on local
image expression and object neighborhood. The same data structure is used for the computa96
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Figure 5.13: Access time using a 323 box as ROI. Access time scales linearly with the number
of inserted images.
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Figure 5.14: Region queries to the image index filled with more than 22600 images logged
through a usual exploration session on our production installation. The plot shows access time
in milliseconds against size of the region in voxels.
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tion of additional information like overlap between objects and similarity between local image
regions. Furthermore, the systems provides a robust method for incremental insertions of new
dataset which allows to cope the reality of data acquisition in circuit neuroscience research. The
evaluation shows that the algorithm computes results in a short period of time which enables the
application of this method for interactive exploration of the image and object database.
The most similar method for the analysis image databases is the BRAID system presented
by Herkovits and Chen [44]. BRAID can be used to answer similar questions to the data as
our methods. However Herkovits and Chen give no reason to believe that their system can deal
with similar large image collections with a comparable performance because they rely on strictly
sequential processing of individual images.
Lin et al. [72] presented the “Neuron Navigator” which serves a similar purpose of exploring
the object collections as our method. However their approach has two drawbacks compared to
ours. First, it relies on connectivity information, which is not naturally given. In fact, the investigation of the connectivity is one of the research goals where our system is used for. Second,
the spatial search is implemented through a lookup grid with a relatively low resolution which
yields to a low accuracy and and prohibits the accurate computation of overlaps.

Quality and Accuracy
The presented method enables to evaluate and quantify local properties in spatially coherent
regions over larger data collections in a very efficient way. Since we apply this method to 3D
image and object data, it is primarily used to retrieve datasets of interest from the collection.
Image and object retrieval is a purposeful process, the user expects the system to deliver exactly
the datasets which match the defined search criteria. Therefore it must be discussed which
parameters have influence on quality and accuracy.
The presented method is primarily responsible for fast retrieval of the requested information.
The quality of the results depends therefore exclusively on the data itself and the applied preprocessing. The image index contains binary information defining whether an image has staining at
a certain position. Hence, the per voxel classification is responsible for the result. It is therefore
possible that the algorithm misses to retrieve datasets because the corresponding signal was not
recognized by the preprocessing. Therefore special care must be taken by selection and tailoring
of the preprocessing method.
The resolution of the index is another factor which can influence the accuracy of the result.
The object index uses a lower resolution than the segmentation data. Therefore distances retrieved from the index have a lower accuracy. This influence also the quantification of overlap
between objects.
A third factor influencing the result is the input data itself. After acquisition the image
data undergoes a registration step, which establishes the fundamental precondition for spatial
indexes, i.e., spatial correspondence over all datasets. However both the registration method
and inter-subject variability introduce a level of spatial uncertainty into the data. The different
sub structures of the neuron have different levels of variability. Cell bodies are much variable
in position and shape than arborizations and arborizations are more variable than projections.
With our data processing pipeline we observe an average error of 5 µm. This spatial error can
have a major impact on certain quantifications. If structures are compared (e.g., object overlap
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or staining similarity) whose diameter is in the range of the spatial error it is possible that the
algorithm yields no usable result.

Utility of the Method for Circuit Neuroscience
The system is in active use for over a year. The feedback we get from the users underlines the
utility of the provided tools for solving frequent queries to the data. For example common use
cases involve the analysis of certain neurons which requires to find other datasets, both images
and annotated objects, which depict the same structure. The different query types offer a variety
of possibilities to extract a reasonable number of candidates from the database. The users state
that this kind of research is impossible to perform without an automatic method which restricts
the candidate list because of the size of the data collection.
Since the presented method focuses on achieving fast feedback times we were interested if
the interactive employment of the tools leads to a gain of utility or insight into the data. The users
report that the interactive execution of the querying tools influences the way they approach the
problem. For example it is simply possible to probe the indexes at different regions and adjust
while doing this the query parameters based on the insight gained from the intermediate results.
This procedure enables interactive exploration of the image and object space in an intuitive way.

Limitations and Future Work
In the field of big data processing it is important to keep the scaling behavior of the algorithm
and data structures in mind. In this area the presented method convinces with linear scaling
behavior in all domains. However the data collections are constantly growing therefore it will
be necessary, at some point in the future, to develop methods which allow to scale beyond
the point when access and insertion becomes slow or the data storage too large for the current
monolithic implementation. Possible solutions will most likely be found in methods which
divide the index into smaller parts executable in parallel. The application of the mapreduce [24]
approach provides a possible solution for this problem.
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CHAPTER

Conclusion
Throughout this thesis I presented four research projects which approach the problem of interactivity in analysis and exploration of volumetric image data from different perspectives.
A highly interactive system with strict limitations concerning interaction is presented in
chapter 2. The method allows the surgeon to explore the anatomy of the patient during the
intervention by providing a virtual endoscopic view. The virtual view is synchronized to the real
endoscope by an intra-operative navigation system. This allows to provide additional anatomical
informations directly related to the current intervention state. The visualization system is able
to provide synchronized real time feedback to the movement of the tracked surgical instruments
and endoscope. Problematic in this scenario is the interaction of the user with the system, which
is naturally limited in this environment. This limits the possibility of adjusting the visualization
to the specific needs of the current stage of the intervention. In response to this, visualization
methods have been developed which are robust and provide useful insight at all situations of
the intervention. Furthermore in situations where interaction is not avoidable, the user interface
is implemented in a way that it can be controlled by the already tracked instruments and a
footswitch.
A method for feature detection using a machine learning approach is proposed in chapter 3.
As part of a larger system for semi-automatic spine annotation, the feature detection module
must meet strict runtime limitations. Furthermore the allowed memory usage is restricted as
well. The proposed method solves this problems using an extended and optimized probabilistic
boosting tree classifier algorithm. A multi-scale approach in combination with cascading and
classifier sorting improves the runtime efficiency. Memory management using a cache hierarchy
for derivative image data improves memory usage.
Chapter 4 presents a system for fast similarity based retrieval of neuronal substructures.
The definition of similarity between these structures is difficult and due to varying expectations
not universally solvable. To achieve fast retrieval feedback the system uses an indexing step
performed offline. The method follows a bag of features approach for similarity calculation.
The chapter explains how the characteristic properties of the different structures are expressed
by sets of feature vectors.
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A different approach for image and object retrieval was presented in chapter 5. Exploration
of large image and object collections by local means such as local neighborhood, overlap or
image expression is an extremely useful tool. However for exploration tasks the system has to
perform within strict time limits. The presented method solves the problem through a large,
extremely efficient and updatable index structure for spatial data. This indexes are applied to
object data and image data. This allows to explore the object space by local neighborhood or
overlap means as well as the image space by local expression or expression similarity.

6.1

Interactivity as Key Requirement

As the presented projects demonstrate, the creation of interactivity poses problems which have
to be approached from many different sides. The most prominent problem to solve is to provide
solutions with sufficient time performance enabling interactive interaction. During the work on
these projects we learned that users are willing to sacrifice some of the quality of the result,
if they gain fast feedback that allows to adjust the settings and simply re-do the processing.
Therefore a big challenge is to balance the trade off between speed and quality. For example
the classification algorithm used for feature detection in chapter 3 is severely restricted in its
ability to produce a good classification rate by the proposed enhancements (classifier sorting
and cascading), but the gain on execution speed compensates for this.
Another widely applicable method which helps to balance speed and quality is to use approximations. This is used in chapter 4 where shape and appearance of neuronal structures are
approximated by a small set of feature vectors, and in chapter 5 where the staining expression
is approximated by a binary mask. In both cases due to approximation the loss of accuracy
has only a minor effect (if any) on the quality of the result but leads to a huge improvement of
runtime performance.
The computation of this approximations as well as the building of index or look up structures where the data is stored in is typically performed in a preprocessing step ahead of time.
Generally it is a promising approach to perform a part of the workload before the interactive
analysis starts. However the costs which come with this approach should not be underestimated.
In fact the software is no longer independent from some infrastructure. Preprocessing must be
done as soon as new data is available in order to allow the user to start the analysis task as soon
as possible. This requires for example server installations of the computation and also central
storage for the preprocessing results.
Time performance is for sure the most important factor for interactivity. However it should
not be ignored that other components are also important for interactive interaction. Chapter 2
covers a system where time performance never was a problem. However the special environment
required to rethink the approach of user interaction as well as visualization. In this case the
problem could be solved by a minimal elaborated interaction approach in combination with a
visualization system that makes adjustments after initialization almost unnecessary.
To generalize this, computational methods that enable interactivity must consider the full
interaction loop and need to find appropriate solutions for user interaction, computation and
result presentation. User interaction must be effective and adequate for the specific task. The
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computation must be fast enough to provide results with an acceptable quality. Results must be
presented in a reasonable and coherent way.

6.2

Future Challenges

Volumetric images are now around for over three decades. Therefore a multitude of algorithms
have been published to process and visualize this data. In the beginning volume data was almost
only used for medical imaging but along with an increase of volumetric imaging methods also
the fields of application widened.
Hanchuan Peng introduced in 2008 [101] Bioimage informatics as the new challenging field
for engineering in biology with a variety of open tasks as segmentation, tracking, annotation,
mining, atlas building and image data management. At the first look the tasks does not seem
to be new, most of them have been studied for medical images for more then two decades. But
the difference is that the imaging methods developed and refined for biological purposes are
able to produce tenth of thousands of images for a single study in a relatively short time. Peng
speaks of a “deluge of complicated biological and biomedical images” which “pose significant
challenges for the image computing community” [101]. The projects presented in chapter 4 and
5 deal with exactly this kind of data and present methods which allow to interactively explore
this collections.
A challenge in the future will be to find methods which allow to cope with this vast amount
of data, to find ways which let the user interactively explore the image collections, and to find
ways which allow analysis tasks on amounts of data which can not be handled in a serial way.
Not only in bioimaging the large data problem has to be approached. In medical imaging large amounts of data have been accumulated in the PACS archives of the hospitals. It is
tempting to aggregate this data in order to derive new knowledge. However this image data
has not been created to be spatially comparable. This poses problems which must be solved in
order to make these collections accessible and explorable. Therefore problems such as image
classification, object recognition, object localization and object association have to be solved
for large collections of images with a large variability in image quality (e.g., the Khresmoi EU
project [87] approaches this problem area).
In order to retain interactivity in exploration of these large data collections it will be inevitable to use indexing and pre-computation techniques to a large extent. Therefore unsupervised image data mining as preparation for interactive exploration and analysis will most likely
be a interesting field for future research.
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